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On Sept. 11, television once again became our national commons. The images we

saw that morning and repeatedly in the next days and weeks—especially of the

airplane plowing into the south tower of the World Trade Center—have added

another page to the scrapbook of contemporary visual history that seems to define

our time.

Depending on your age, your scrapbook might include atomic bomb tests in the

1950s, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson showing reconnaissance photos of Russian

missiles in Cuba, the Zapruder film of the Kennedy assassination and the subse-

quent shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald by Jack Ruby (I saw that “live”), the street

murder of an unarmed Viet Cong prisoner by a South Vietnamese officer, the explo-

sion of the space shuttle Challenger, the

gaping hole in the Oklahoma City federal

building, and the night bombing of Bagh-

dad during the Gulf War.

Where, then, are our images of peace?

How can we conceive of and achieve peace

when our mental movies flicker with the

worst kind of human behavior? Of course,

television didn’t invent war or terrorism,

and pictures of war don’t cause war, any

more than images of peace will bring about

the end of violence. But isn’t it time to

imagine what peace might look like?

This issue of the Bulletin is about peace.

A democracy should never go to war without voices for peace, and throughout its

history, Swarthmore College has provided those voices. It has also provided scien-

tists and engineers who work to strengthen our defenses, activists who speak out

for liberty and justice, political leaders who wrestle with these issues on the public

stage, and academics who quietly probe the causes of conflict.

One of the purposes of education should be to end war. Swarthmore, with its

Quaker history and activist traditions, has long sought to alleviate human suffer-

ing, as the late President John Nason did when he arranged for interned Japanese-

American youths to continue their education during World War II. But Nason also

opened the College to military training units of the American and Chinese navies.

He recognized then, as we do in the pages of this Bulletin, that there are many paths

to peace.

I just wish it were easier to imagine visions of peace.

—Jeffrey Lott
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ON BEING GREEN
I enjoyed Cathleen McCarthy’s interesting
article (“Collection,” September Bulletin)
on the beginning of construction on the
College’s $77 million new science center.
The fact that this impressive complex may
become the first college or university sci-
ence facility to meet environmental stan-
dards outlined by the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Envi-
ronmental Design rating system is indeed
commendable. It is encouraging that the
new science center complex will join Ober-
lin College’s new Adam Joseph Lewis Cen-
ter for Environmental Studies in embody-
ing innovative advances in environmental
design for others to emulate.

JOHN VINCENT ’60
East Windsor, N.J.

THE VALUE OF TESTING
“High Stakes for Education” (September
Bulletin) presented several ideas about test-
ing that merit further discussion. Because
the issue of testing can spark a strong emo-
tional response, positive and negative, it is
especially important to keep the focus on
improving student performance.

Tests are a vital tool in that effort. We
must have high expectations for all chil-
dren, and testing enables us to determine
how well students are doing in meeting
these expectations.We need the informa-
tion from testing to assist students early
enough to help them succeed as well as to
make educational systems publicly
accountable.

There is solid public support for testing.
Public Agenda, a nonpartisan, nonprofit
opinion research organization, found that
more than 7 in 10 parents support testing
as a way to help identify struggling stu-
dents. In a survey by the Business Round-
table, 83 percent of respondents said test
scores are very useful for parents and com-
munities to evaluate how well their schools
are performing.

President Bush and congressional lead-
ers of both parties deserve credit for recog-
nizing the importance of testing in educa-
tional reform and for reaching out to all
sides in crafting an education bill. Their
efforts affirm that testing is not a partisan
issue but rather one with broad support.

Educators, parents, policy makers, tax-
payers, and the business community can
help realize the enormous benefits of edu-

cational assessment. Commitment by all
stakeholders will ensure that there is fund-
ing for well-designed tests and the requi-
site professional training for teachers and
supervisors who administer them. Dia-
logue can foster agreement that testing is
just one of many measures to assess stu-
dent performance, preventing tests from
being misused or misapplied.Working
together, we can use testing to improve
teaching and learning.

LOUIS HABER ’82
Ridgefield, Conn

Haber is a director in the corporate affairs
department of The McGraw-Hill Companies, a
publisher of textbooks and testing materials.

A RISING TIDE
More educational testing will just show up
the sad progress made by many inner-city
kids, although there are lousy schools in
the country too. But my experience—hav-
ing had three children who went to Chica-
go public schools and having given writing
workshops in inner-city schools through
Urban Gateways—taught me that what is
needed is an influx of truly diverse stu-
dents from all economic and educational
backgrounds, together with parents willing
to spend their own time and effort.

Those things were available in the
1970s but have not been since we became a
more affluent society where middle-class
families with two full-time wage earners
send their children to private and subur-
ban public schools. Test scores can be
changed by just a few students—and so

can student attitudes because it is true that
a rising tide raises all ships.

MARYAL STONE DALE ’52
Chicago

A FRIENDLY MEETING
OF THE MINDS
Last June, I went through the thoughts and
feelings that are so vividly heightened by
returning to Swarthmore for a class
reunion. It was especially difficult to accept
the rancor and discontent over athletics
that tarnished my return visit. My personal
interest in athletics has been strong and
has included undergraduate participation
and support as an alumnus. Athletics at
Swarthmore helped balance the intense
intellectual environment, and I thoroughly
enjoyed my participation. Now I find my
beloved College rife with angry polemics
and emotional tirades.

I find myself somewhere between con-
fused and amused by an advocacy group
whose name [“Mind the Light”] suggests
some superior religious plane from which it
seeks to proselytize its version of College
history and goals.

I was disheartened to learn that the
Admissions Office supports athletic
endeavors by seeking applicants whose
admission is significantly based on athletic
skills. In my naiveté, I believed that
Swarthmore teams were composed of stu-
dents with athletic abilities who had been
chosen for their intellectual ability and
promise. In the context of need-blind
admissions, the current recruitment policy
amounts to having paid athletic teams.

George Santayana and others tell us
that if we do not know our history, we are
condemned to repeat it. Swarthmore’s early
history included paid professional football
teams in an era when the College had no
academic focus. The great President Ayde-
lotte was given the responsibility of chang-
ing that, and he accomplished this with
spectacular results.

Although I would not enjoy composing
the list of sports that merit attention by
the Admissions Office, the number of stu-
dents needed to support a football team is
clearly antipathetic to the goals of Swarth-
more. The College cannot meet the needs
and aspirations of every student-athlete,
nor can it recreate some of the stellar ath-
letic accomplishments to which some of
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OOnSept. 11 and in the days immedi-
ately after, the College community
reacted with grief and dismay,

attempting to come to terms with national
tragedy and the possibility of war. As the ini-
tial shock began to wear off, students and
faculty members turned to “what we do so
well: political action and intellectual analy-
sis," according to Dean of the College Bob
Gross ’62.

Along with emotional turmoil and politi-
cal debate, recent events have provided valu-
able lessons, Dean Gross says. “Students
have learned much about Islam, the geogra-
phy of central Asia, the structure of the intel-
ligence community, and the history of the
antiwar movement. Many have learned an
even more important lesson about limits and
mortality.”

An ongoing series of teach-ins and Col-
lections has been held on campus since Sept. 11. On Sept. 17, the
Student Council and Deshi, an organization for South Asian stu-

dents, held a “fire-
side chat”—one of
several discussions
organized by Student
Council and held by
the fireplace in

Kohlberg Hall—to discuss the plight of international students.
Students shared personal stories and reactions to the attack, then
discussed what it means to be an American—specifically in the cur-
rent situation—and the
stereotyping and misrepre-
sentation of various ethnic
groups in the media. The
group then moved outside to
light candles and recite the
Universal Peace Prayer, a
Hindu prayer for enlighten-
ment and divine intervention
in a time of “problems, confu-
sion, sufferings."

On Sept. 20, about 200
people gathered in a light rain
for a peace rally on the steps
of Parrish Hall, organized by
the Swarthmore Progressive
Action Coalition (SPAC), a
group first founded in the

1960s with a recent resurgence. Similar rallies were held the same
day at 146 other colleges and universities. “If we can understand
who we are, both as
victims and as
oppressors, then we
can begin to sort out

everything,"
Cynthia
Halpern,
associate pro-
fessor of
political sci-
ence, told the
crowd. “Then we can start making decisions.”

Like Halpern, most of the speakers promoted a response
to terrorism that emphasized international law rather than
military force. Some students voiced opposing views, call-
ing for retaliation and the destruction of terrorist regimes.

That evening, a teach-in featuring Swarthmore faculty
members presented various perspectives on the situation,
including the Taliban’s motivations, threats to civil liber-
ties, Islamic history, and society’s response to terrorism.

On Sept. 27, Andrew Bernstein, adjunct professor of
philosophy at Pace University and the State University of

A t t a c k s s p a r k
p r o t e s t a n d d e b a t e
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From The Phoenix, Sept. 20
“My host family has been wonderful to me,
and I’ve never felt uncomfortable here,
except for the day of the attacks when my
two older [host] brothers, Mahir and Ziad,
were both celebrating…. [But] they were
among a distinct minority in Jordan that
wasn’t sickened by the attacks.”

Paul Wulfsberg ’03, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
studying abroad in Amman, Jordan

“My greatest fear is not that tomorrow
someone will crash a plane into my dorm or
into the workplace of someone I love.
Instead, I worry about the witch-hunt,
whether in the form of concentration camps
or simply blatant hatred.”

Matt Wallaert ’05, Cheshire, Ore.

From The Phoenix, Sept. 20
“Astronomy problem sets and history
seminar papers just don’t seem very
important to me right now.”

Ted Chan ’02, Weston, Mass.

From The Phoenix, Sept. 20
“On Friday night, I went to a candlelight
vigil in the streets of Manhattan. Everyone
sang the national anthem and “America the
Beautiful.” Tears streamed down people’s
faces. This was a gathering of thoughts, of
emotions, and of community in need. I felt
better. I was with people agonizing over the
same dreads that I felt.”

Benjamin Kabak ’05, New York, N.Y.

ON SEPT. 20, SEVERAL HUNDRED STUDENTS GATHERED IN FRONT OF PARRISH

HALL TO HEAR FROM FACULTY MEMBERS AND OTHERS. WILL ORTMAN ’02

(RIGHT) SPOKE IN FAVOR OF STRONG U.S. ACTION TO COMBAT TERRORISM.
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New York, gave a
provocative lecture
titled “America at
War: The Moral
Imperative for Self-
Defense.” The talk
was sponsored by the
Students for Objec-

tivism, a small student group formed last year to promote novelist
Ayn Rand’s philosophy of objectivism, which Rand described as a
combination of “reason, capitalism, self-interest, and objective real-
ity." Bernstein criticized America’s lack of “moral courage,” arguing
that the current struggle is primarily philosophical, not political,
and that a nation’s most powerful weapons are moral rectitude and
the courage to defend
its citizens. President
George W. Bush must
have the moral
courage to “wipe out”
America’s current
deadly enemies, he
said. “Nobody
respects a coward.Moral cowards will be prey to every bully.”

Several of the approximately 60 attendees walked out during the
lecture, which prompted a subsequent debate in the student on-line
newspaper, The Daily Gazette, first via opinion pieces and then on
the Gazette’s new on-line bulletin board. “It is shameful that we
cannot respect each other, that we cannot offer understanding to

political and social
minorities on
campus,” Olivia
Toro ’05 wrote.
On Sept. 29,

nearly 60 students
traveled to Wash-
ington, D.C., to
join a national
protest against the
militancy of U.S.
foreign policy. They
attended a rally of
several thousand
people in Freedom
Plaza on Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, fol-
lowed by a march
to the Capitol. The
protest was organ-
ized by a coalition
of activist groups
known as Interna-
tional ANSWER
(Act Now to Stop
War and End
Racism). About

half of the Swarthmore students stayed to attend a smaller protest
the next day, organized by the Washington Peace Center and the
American Friends Service Committee, where religious and commu-
nity leaders spoke, and protestors marched through northwest
Washington.

On the night of
Oct. 7, after the first
U.S. air strikes in
Afghanistan, a can-
dlelight vigil for
peace was held in
front of Parrish Hall,
organized by SPAC.
“I think it was nec-
essary to do some-
thing to make people
realize that there is
bombing happen-
ing,” says Dann
Naseemullah ’02, a
Pakistani student.
“And I, for one,
resent the distinc-
tion made between
American civilians
and non-American
civilians. To hold a vigil for one, and not for the other, feels a little
false.” About 80 members of the College community formed a large
circle in the chilly darkness. SPAC members handed out white can-
dles, which burned for 15 minutes of silent reflection. Participants
were then invited to speak. One student stepped forward and said,
“Amen,” which was repeated around the circle as the candles were
blown out.

On Oct. 11, a month after the attacks, SPAC set up a booth out-
side Clothier Memorial Hall and invited students to decorate
squares of cloth, which were stitched into an antiwar quilt. “It got

people talking and
thinking again
about what hap-
pened a month
before and about
what is going on in
Afghanistan,”
explains SPAC
coordinator Rox-
anne Yaghoubi ’05.
“It’s so easy in this

bubble of a campus to get caught up in the daily grind and forget
about the real world.” Yaghoubi says SPAC hopes to join similar
groups from other colleges. “We can’t effect much change as a cam-
pus group,” she says, “unless we organize on a national level.”

Visit www.sccs.swarthmore.edu/org/daily/archive and
http://phoenix.swarthmore.edu for additional student perspectives
on these events.

—Cathleen McCarthy
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From The Phoenix, Oct. 25
“No one really had a restful [fall] break. How
could we with our minds flooded by repeated
reports of the deadly bacteria that [have]
infiltrated our postal system…, news of our
government’s decision to whip out the big
guns…, and the recent discovery of plastic
explosives stashed in a locker at the Grey-
hound station many of us use?”

Morghan Holt ’03, Havre, Mont.

From The Phoenix, Oct. 11
“When you ask angry people in the Muslim
world why they are upset, they point to
specific policies of the United States gov-
ernment in the region, most importantly the
U.S. sponsorship of the Israeli occupation
and the economic sanctions against Iraq. We
must go after Osama bin Laden, of course....
Every Muslim in the world understands that.
However, … it does not seem like justice to
avenge the lives of thousands of innocents
by killing tens of thousands of people who
are just as innocent.… We must move as
quickly as possible to develop real multilat-
eral institutions through which the United
States government will resolve the disputes
that stand between us and the various
nations of the Muslim world.”

Ben Schweigert ’02, St. Paul, Minn.,
studied abroad in Palestine, fall 2000

From The Phoenix, Oct. 4
“Fellow students, take off your white
armbands. This attack was not a tragedy.
It was an atrocity! Let our anguish turn to
rage! To war, to war, to war!”

Clifford Sosin ’04, Southport, Conn.

From The Phoenix, Sept. 27
“If we do not respond to this grievous
provocation, we will be attacked again and
again until we realize that peace is an illu-
sion. Wars aren’t unnatural. They have been
fought since the beginning of time.”

David Ellis ’02, McLean, Va.

STUDENTS HONORED THE ONE-MONTH ANNIVERSARY

OF THE ATTACKS BY DECORATING SQUARES FOR A

MEMORIAL QUILT (BELOW).
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Walk in on the new class Religion, the
Environment, and Contemplative

Practice, and you’re likely to find students
in lotus position on the floor or performing
a Native American dance. Taught by Associ-
ate Professor of Religion Mark Wallace, the
class has the usual long and challenging
reading list—everything from the dense

existentialism of Mar-
tin Heidegger to
Edward Abbey’s The
Monkey Wrench Gang.
But Wallace believes
some things are better
understood through
firsthand experi-
ence—even religion.
“I’m taking a huge

risk here,” Wallace says. “I’m offering stu-
dents the option of not just learning about
religious practices but trying it out for
themselves. The wager of this class is that
students don’t just want to study Christian-
ity or Buddhism or Judaism; they want to
get an idea of what those practices look
like. I’m giving them instruction in the
practical arts.”

Wallace has long been interested in the
intersection of religion and environmental
awareness. His latest book, published in
1996, is Fragments of the Spirit: Nature, Vio-
lence, and the Renewal of Creation. “Students
recognize that we’re in a period of environ-

mental crisis, and they know
that part of the crisis has to do
with our antinature world
views,” Wallace says. “This
class shows how religion can
contribute to, or possibly ame-
liorate, the problem. I don’t
think the task of healing the
earth is possible unless we’re
looking for healing on an inte-
rior basis first.”

Two years ago,Wallace
received a Contemplative Prac-
tice Fellowship from the Amer-
ican Council of Learned Soci-
eties to study a variety of religious medita-
tive practices. In summer 2000, he went to
southern Colorado and studied with a
Native American healer, who taught “earth-
based rituals” of the Lakota tradition
involving music, dance, smell, and sacred
plants. “We would burn sage and explore
our sense of identity with other life forms,
sometimes through reading poetry, some-
times singing, sometimes dancing.”

Last summer, he divided his time be-
tween Michigan’s Fetzer Institute—also
known as the Center for Contemplative
Mind in Society—where he practiced Zen
meditation, and Pendle Hill, a Quaker cen-
ter near Philadelphia, where he took a
course in contemplative life.

Of the three disciplines, the Native

American experience, he says, best “enabled
me to bring together the inner landscape of
the soul with the outer landscape of the
earth.” Part Seminole himself, Wallace has
been drawn to Native American spirituality
since he was a child, when his mother
would tell him stories of the “Earth God,”
which she had learned from her grand-
mother.

But Buddhism and Quakerism offer
their own approach to meditation and envi-
ronmental awareness, he adds. “Many Bud-
dhists now practice something called
‘engaged Buddhism,’ where the task of
inner healing and earth healing come
together. Similarly, many Quakers, tradi-
tionally committed to social justice, now
realize that justice for the earth is part of

ON SEPT. 12, MARK WALLACE’S CLASS ON RELIGION, THE

ENVIRONMENT, AND CONTEMPLATIVE PRACTICE TURNED TO THE

CRUM WOODS FOR COMFORT AND QUIET REFLECTION.

T e a c h i n g
c o n t e m p l a t i o n
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Eight weeks after the attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon,

the College’s List Gallery opened an exhibit
of images from the Peace Collection titled
“Public/Private Peace.” Covering the walls
of the gallery from Nov. 8 to Dec. 15 were
photographs of marches and vigils promot-
ing international peace. Selected by artist
Franklin “Buzz” Spector from more than
25,000 items in the collection, the images
provide a fascinating look at a century of
peace protests in the United States and a

taste of the archival treasures long hidden
in the basement of McCabe Library. “Some
of these images haven’t seen the light of
day since 1900,” says Spector, who was
recently named chairman of the Art
Department at Cornell University.

List Gallery Director Andrea Packard ’85
approached Spector two years ago, after
hearing about Crenshaw Stories, his tiled
installation in the Los Angeles rapid transit
system depicting immigrant narratives
from the city’s archives. When he began
pulling images from the Peace Collection,
supported by a grant from the William J.
Cooper Foundation, Spector had no way of
anticipating the significance they would
assume. “Initially, I was interested in the
discrepancy between the idea of peace and
the public protestation for peace, which is,
by its nature, aggressive,” he says. He first
became aware of the paradox of being “mil-
itantly antiwar” during his years at South-
ern Illinois University, when he participat-
ed in the marches on Washington, D.C., in

1970 and 1971, demonstrations depicted in
the exhibit.

“But recent events have given this proj-
ect another meaning entirely,” he contin-
ues. “There can’t be any work about peace
now that fails to acknowledge the events of
Sept. 11 and the transformation of our
national consciousness. These images of
past peace demonstrations seem eerily per-
tinent now.” One particularly chilling
image shows a horror-stricken bystander
reacting to “symbolic blood” poured on the

steps of the Pentagon during a Vietnam
War demonstration. “Now, there is real
blood there,” Spector says. “Archival proj-
ects always involve some element of the
uncanny, some surprising and inexplicable
connection from the past to the present.”

Equally poignant is the artist book he
created, showing details of hands pictured
in the exhibit, first gripped in fists, holding
signs and banners, and, ultimately, opened
in prayer. The book, published in a limited
edition, was distributed free at the open-
ing, along with a catalog of the installation.

“I think if any good could come from
this project, it would be to establish a con-
tinuity over time of our desire for peace,
that desire being central to our national
character. Many people might say the desire
for war is also central to our national char-
acter. Maybe what’s more important than
either stance is the value we assign to the
space to debate the difference.”

For him, the defining moment of the
project came two years ago, on his first visit
to Swarthmore, after Packard invited him to
check out the collection. He stopped by
with his son, Ben, then 9 years old.Wendy
Chmielewski, Cooley Curator of the
Swarthmore College Peace Collection,
pulled out the Nobel Peace Prize medal,
awarded to Jane Addams in 1931, and
placed it in the boy’s hands. “It was clear to
me at that moment, watching my son hold-
ing the Nobel Peace Prize, that what I
wanted was to recognize the peaceful per-
son,” he says. “Behind all this is a father
wanting a peaceful world for his children.”

—Cathleen McCarthy
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that. They see silent meditation as a won-
derful way to come into harmony with one-
self as well as the rest of the world.”

A week after these comments, the class
met for the second time. It was the day
after the attacks on the Pentagon and
World Trade Center—a day when the need
for spiritual comfort was immediate and
the idea of harmony with the world shaken.
Wallace postponed his original plan for
that day’s class. He had planned to discuss
Heidegger and radical ecology and to teach
students a Council of All Beings, a neo-
pagan ritual that borrows from Native
American traditions and is often used by
radical environmentalists.

Instead, he reverted to a spiritual
approach more familiar to the College: the
Quaker meeting. He led the 31 students
into Crum Woods, where they sat in the
grass of a sycamore grove, forming a large
circle. “This is a terrible time for us as a
country,” he said. He invited the students
to join him in a moment of silence, ending
it by reciting the words of the 23rd Psalm.
He then asked them to share their thoughts
or “raise your voice in song, recite a poem
or scriptural verse.” As students took turns
speaking quietly, a breeze ruffled the leaves
overhead, the creek gurgled nearby, and
CrumWoods provided what it always has
in moments of crisis, both personal and
national: an oasis of serenity. Buddhist
meditation and Native American rituals
would have to wait for another day.

—Cathleen McCarthy

ARTIST BUZZ SPECTOR (TOP LEFT) FLIPS

THROUGH DETAILS: CLOSED TO OPEN, HIS

ARTIST’S BOOK OF IMAGES FROM THE

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE PEACE COLLECTION.

THE BOOK WAS DISTRIBUTED FREE AT THE

NOVEMBER OPENING OF HIS EXHIBIT,

“PUBLIC/PRIVATE PEACE,” AT THE LIST

GALLERY. “THIS PROJECT WAS A RETURN

TO MY OWN PAST,” SAYS SPECTOR, WHO TOOK

PART IN THE ANTIWAR MOVEMENT DURING

THE 1960S AND 1970S.

P e a c e i n s t a l l a t i o n
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Regulat ing
stem-cell research
Intending to end a national debate, President Bush’s decision toallow limited federal funding for research on stem-cell lines de-
rived from human embryos instead sparked more questions.

Without that funding, Scott Gilbert, professor of biology, believes
stem-cell research needs to be carefully regulated—and publicly
funded. An expert on developmental biology, Gilbert cautions that
the new science will likely be driven by market considerations rather
than ethical ones.

“My fear is that the only scientists who will do this research are
those in corporations,” says Gilbert, author of Developmental Biology,
a best-selling textbook in its sixth edition. “The embryonic stem
cells and their products would become part of a market economy in
which economics, not morals, decide what is done and who can use
these procedures. Instead of saying, ‘ban everything’ or ‘permit
everything,’ I advocate a middle ground: Regulate everything, public
and private.”

The system Gilbert recommends is similar to that used in Great
Britain, in which an agency of politicians, scientists, and lay people
regulates research on human embryos. “The British recognize that
the embryo can still form twins and triplets up until day 14 [after fer-
tilization],” Gilbert says. “Twins are separate people, thus whatever
‘ensoulment’ might exist would not occur before then. So they allow
research until day 14, and they regulate it.”

According to Gilbert, whose undergraduate degrees are in both
biology and religion, the moral debate about stem cells is not about
good versus evil or science against religion. It is about two compet-
ing notions of what is good for human dignity. “First, there is an
abstract notion that maintains there is something special about
being human that sets us apart from other animals. This is an
important concept for both religious and nonreligious people,” he
says. “However, it can be used to thwart improvements in the human
condition. For example, conservative religious groups vehemently
opposed vaccination against smallpox, even 100 years after its first
use, because they felt that the injection of serum from a cow into a
human was an affront to human dignity.”

In contrast is a
second, more con-
crete, concept.
“Physicians often
claim that disease
not only affects
the body but that
it robs the dignity
from a person,”
Gilbert says. “Thus,
supporters of
stem-cell research
argue that it has
the potential to
restore dignity to
the suffering and
might enable, for
instance, the
Alzheimer’s
patient to be able
to dress himself
and recall experi-
ence and the
Parkinson’s patient
to control her
movements. The
danger is that one
can enter upon a

slippery slope wherein any technological procedure that can be done
should be done.”

Gilbert, who also teaches the history of science, sees correlations
between this and other past debates over scientific advances. “It
depends on the science, which is going remarkably fast,” he says.
“The situation is similar to in vitro fertilization, which was allowed
here once it became possible in England. It’s also very much like
atomic energy—once the genie is unleashed, you can’t put it back in
the bottle.”

—Alisa Giardinelli

N a s o n
d i e s a t 9 6
John Nason, former president of Swarth-

more College and lifelong advocate for
human rights and liberal arts education,
died on Nov. 17 in Kennett Square, Pa. He
was 96 years old.

After teaching philosophy at Swarthmore
during the 1930s, Nason became president
in 1940 at the age of 35 and guided the
College through the difficult years of World
War II and the rapid postwar expansion of
higher education.

Nason is perhaps best known for his
work on behalf of Japanese-American stu-

dents during World War II, which he consid-
ered the most important and satisfying work
of his life. He served for three years as

chairman of the National Japanese American
Student Relocation Council, which liberated
more than 4,000 interned students from the
War Relocation Authority's camps and placed
them in 600 colleges and universities away
from the West Coast—including Swarthmore.

In 1953, he left Swarthmore to become
president of the Foreign Policy Association,
where he worked to resist McCarthyism. In
1962, he returned to Carleton College, his
alma mater, and served as its president for
eight years.

Nason’s family has set up a Web site
honoring him at http://www.johnw-
nason.com.

—Alisa Giardinelli

“INSTEAD OF SAYING, ‘BAN EVERYTHING’ OR ‘PERMIT

EVERYTHING,’ I ADVOCATE A MIDDLE GROUND: REG-

ULATE EVERYTHING, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE,” SAYS

SCOTT GILBERT, PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY, OF STEM-

CELL RESEARCH.
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JOHN NASON SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF

SWARTHMORE FROM 1940 TO 1953.
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Plant mapping
via satellite

ARussian satellite system has landed on
the roof of McCabe Library—and it’s

there to stay. Installed last March by the
Scott Arboretum, the visible part of the
“base station” looks something like an old-
fashioned TV antenna. It consists of a dish-
shaped antenna, satellite receiver, radio
antenna, and radio transmitter—about half
of which is housed inside a room atop
McCabe. The station serves as the brain
center of the Scott Arboretum’s sophisticat-
ed new plant-mapping system—actually a
combination of the Russian GLONASS and
the American satellite global positioning
system (GPS).

The new system will help the College
keep track of an estimated 18,000 plants—
and that’s just the woody variety. “We don’t
map annuals or perennials—just the trees,
shrubs, and woody vines,” says Rhoda
Maurer, the arboretum’s plant records super-
visor. The system allows her to pinpoint the
location of each tree and shrub on campus
within 3 inches.

For several months now, arboretum staff
members have been spotted around campus
decked out like Ghostbusters and lugging a
neon-yellow pole. This is the “rover unit”
part of the new system—a portable satellite
antenna and receiver, battery-powered radio
receiver, and the pole-mounted data collec-
tor—which communicates with the base

station on McCabe. Location information is
collected via receiver and processed with a
combination of computer software pro-
grams.

Knowing the exact location of every tree
and shrub is becoming increasingly impor-
tant as plans are made for new construction,
underground systems such as water mains,
telecommunications cables, and utility lines.
“The mapping system we had prior to this
was all on paper; we didn’t have any com-
puterized maps of trees and shrubs,” Maur-
er says. This made it difficult to coordinate
grounds information with facilities manage-
ment, which has used a computer-aided sys-
tem to map campus utilities and buildings
for several years. “Our hand-drawn Mylar
maps didn’t allow us
to easily communicate
information that was
compatible with facili-
ties’ software.”

Improving the
mapping system will
also help the arbore-
tum maintain its
accreditation as a
“museum of living
plants” by the Ameri-
can Association of
Museums. “We need
to keep records of the
condition and location
of plants in the collec-
tion, just like any

other museum,” Maurer says.
Two years ago, she began looking into

satellite technology, which has long been
used by the Department of Natural Re-
sources and the Coast Guard but only in
recent years for private-sector plant map-
ping. The arboretum staff settled on a com-
bination of GLONASS and GPS,Maurer
says, “so that we can ‘read’ data from more
satellites, thus giving us the ability to get
fixed locations in areas with buildings or
heavy tree canopies.”

Maurer hopes to have the plant collec-
tion completely mapped within the next two
years. But, she points out, a plant records
supervisor’s job is never done. “There are
always new plants coming into the collec-

tion and things being
moved or removed. As
with any mapping
program, you’re never
finished.”
—Cathleen McCarthy

PLANT RECORDS

SUPERVISOR RHODA

MAURER (LEFT) AND

CURATOR ANDREW

BUNTING (RIGHT) OF

THE SCOTT ARBORETUM

STAFF RECORD THE

LOCATION OF PLANTS

VIA SATELLITE.

In memoriam
Susan Snyder, a noted Shakespeare schol-
ar and chair of the Department of English
Literature from 1975 to 1980, died of can-
cer in September at her home in Washing-
ton, D.C. Snyder came to Swarthmore in
1963, serving on the faculty for 30 years
as Eugene M. Lang Research Professor and
Gil and Frank Mustin Professor of English
Literature.

M. Joseph Willis professor of civil engineer-
ing from 1949 to 1986, died in September. An
early advocate of environmental preservation,
Willis taught classes on water resources and
soil mechanics, worked to preserve the Tini-
cum Marsh (now the John Heinz National Wild-
life Refuge), and mounted Swarthmore’s first
offerings in environmental engineering. He
also served as adviser to the student chapter
of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Virginia “Dinny” Rath died in June at
age 97. Rath came to Swarthmore in 1931
with a master’s in physical education from
Columbia University. She coached swim-
ming and archery and served as chair of
the Physical Education Department before
retiring in 1965. She settled in North Car-
olina, continued to teach physical educa-
tion at Warren Wilson College, and became
a gold medal winner among athletes 85 to
89 at the North Carolina Senior Games.

Longtime staff member Octavius “Tave"
Holland died on Sept. 29. Holland began
working at the College in 1941 in Environ-
mental Services, then joined the Athletics
Department as an assistant trainer; then
equipment manager; and, for many years,
batting practice pitcher for the baseball
teams. He retired in 1991—after five decades
of dedicated service to Swarthmore athletes.
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Adam Hertz is winding up his first
semester as Swarthmore’s associate
director of intercollegiate athletics,

a new position created last year as a part of
the improvements recommended by the
College’s Athletics Review Committee.
Working closely with Bob Williams,Mari-
an Snyder Ware Professor of Physical Edu-
cation and Athletics and director of the
athletics program, Hertz has focused pri-
marily on intercollegiate sports and the
recruitment of scholar athletes.

Recruitment changed dramatically dur-
ing the first academic year that Swarth-
more hasn’t recruited football players.
After the Board of Managers decided, a
year ago, to limit the number of athletes
given preference in admission to between
10 and 15 percent of each entering class,
football, wrestling, and women’s bad-
minton were dropped as varsity sports.
Badminton was later reinstated, leaving
the College with 22 varsity teams, many of
which had the opportunity this year to
recruit players for the first time.

Hertz recently discussed the transitions
that he is helping to oversee.

What is it like taking on a key position
in the midst of this transition?
I think it’s a very good time to be at
Swarthmore. There are a lot of challenges
here right now and a lot of discussion
about the future of athletics. There is also
a commitment to athletics from the presi-

dent. I’d rather have it this way than to
have a program that’s completely ignored.
And a little debate is healthy, isn’t it?

How did recruitment go for the
Class of 2005?
The overwhelming consensus in the Ath-
letics Department is that it went very well.
This is the first year some teams had any
consideration for recruiting spots in recent
memory. Baseball has recruits for the first
time in six years. They had 12 kids on the
roster last year; this fall, 30 kids came out
for baseball practice, in preparation for the
spring season.Women’s soccer had its best
start ever—winning the first five games
and not giving up a single goal. Men’s soc-
cer has already won more games than last
year. The volleyball team is off to one of its
best starts in recent memory. Numbers,
roster size, and talent pool have improved,
and nobody is sacrificing the academic val-
ues this college holds.

What is the biggest change so far in
Swarthmore’s intercollegiate sports?
The opportunity to recruit for more sports
is the biggest change we’ve seen this year.
The biggest step toward becoming compet-
itive is a qualified coaching staff, and we’ve
got that in place. The first part of the plan
is to strengthen the athletics program
involved, making most of our head coaches
full time. There are now only two coaches
who are still part time. Now we will

begin rounding out the staff. We’re far
behind pace with regard to staffing and
recruiting.

Howwill these changes affect the
College’s performance in the Centennial
Conference?
We’re taking steps to become competitive
within the conference.We define “compet-
itive" in this department as having a
chance to win—equal to the opposing
team’s—every time we step out on the
field.We don’t want to go out on the field
knowing we’re going to lose—and often
that’s the case now.We’ll look for some big
upsets initially. We’ll have to beat some
teams we’ve never beaten before. There are
valuable lessons to learn from losing but
not from losing consistently. We’d like to
learn some of the lessons that come from
winning.

What is your long-term plan for
intercollegiate sports?
I would like to see an understanding
across the campus of the value of intercol-
legiate athletics within the mission of the
College. I think people here recognize the
need for an athletics program at Swarth-
more, but I don’t think they know why.My
primary goal is to help define why we value
athletics the way we do in the Athletics
Department—why we think it’s such an
important learning tool and how it helps
in developing the whole person.

Can we have a strong athletics program
without football?
It’s very hard to drop a program as old as
Swarthmore’s was—and 120 years is a
long time. It’s a very emotional loss. But
we’re not the first college to drop football.
If the entire athletics program can improve
as a result of that decision, then I don’t
think anyone can argue with the decision.
Now we just have to follow through on the
commitment.

—Cathleen McCarthy
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ADAM HERTZ, NEW ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS, HAS ALREADY

SEEN IMPROVEMENT IN SOME TEAMS IN THE

POST–FOOTBALL ENVIRONMENT.



Alumna named
f inal i st for
NCAA Honor
It’s been a good year for Kristen English ’01. Aftergraduating in June, she landed the position of head
lacrosse coach at Claremont College in California, then
found herself among 10 finalists for the Woman of the
Year Award presented by the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association in October. The award recognizes out-
standing achievement in athletics, academics, and com-
munity service.

A psychology major, English played field hockey and
lacrosse for four years and basketball for three. She was
captain of all three teams in her junior year and was
elected captain of all three in her senior year but decid-
ed to drop basketball and focus on lacrosse. She was
named All-American in lacrosse and field hockey, Con-
ference Player of the Year in field hockey, and National
Defender of the Year in Lacrosse in Division III.

“Kristen is one of the best athletes we’ve had here at
Swarthmore,” says Karen Borbee, associate professor of
physical education and coach of women’s lacrosse and
field hockey. “She was friendly and easygoing, with a
good sense of humor. But she played hard and loved to

compete. Usually if someone
plays three sports, they’re
stronger or more involved in
one of them. To impact all three
the way she did is very rare. The
fact that she was elected cap-
tain for two years in a row by
her teammates shows the
respect they had, not just for
her athletic ability but also for
her as a person and a leader.”
It’s no accident that English

is now coaching at another
small liberal arts college. “At
this level, there’s such a won-
derful balance,” she says. “Ath-
letics was part of who I was at
Swarthmore; it wasn’t the
entire package. I had the
opportunity to play simply for
the love of the sport, not in
order to maintain a scholar-
ship or to please anyone other
than myself. It’s an experience I
will always hold close to my
heart.”

—Cathleen McCarthy
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The volleyball team finished its sea-
son at 13–11, making this the first
year since 1994 that the team has

had a winning record. The small squad,
comprising mainly underclassmen, was
competitive throughout the season, los-
ing several matches in the final game.
Bryn Rosenfeld ’03 led the Centennial
Conference with a .364 hitting percent-
age.

Women’s soccer posted its best
record in 12 years, finishing the season
at 8–8 and setting several records along
the way—including team records for
consecutive wins and consecutive
shutouts (no goals scored against
them). Claire Hoverman ’03 and Cory
Pilver ’05 led the team, and 11 players
scored during the season.

The field hockey team finished the
fall season with an 8–7 record. Five of
the seven losses were by one goal,
including a heartbreaking 1–0 loss to
Franklin & Marshall, which eliminated

the Garnet from play-off contention.
Four-year starter Kim Cariello ’02 fin-
ished the season as the Garnet’s sixth
leading goal scorer with 32 goals, put-
ting her at No. 11 all-time in the Cen-
tennial Conference. Cariello was named
to the Centennial Conference All-Con-
ference team along with Katie Tarr ’02.
Kate Nelson-Lee ’03 garnered an honor-
able mention.

The men’s and women’s cross-country
teams wrapped the regular season with
a solid showing in the Centennial Con-
ference Championships. The women’s
team finished in fourth place, with
Maria Elena Young ’04 setting the pace.
Young finished ninth individually, earn-
ing second-team All-Conference honors
in the process. The men finished fifth
overall. Freshmen Lang Reynolds and
James Golden placed 18th and 19th. At
press time, both teams were heading for
at the National College Athletics Associ-
ation (NCAA) Mid-East Regional, hoping

to qualify for the NCAA National Cham-
pionships.

Men’s soccer had its best finish
since 1995, with a 7–12 record. Five of
the losses were by one goal, and two
came in overtime, including the season
finale against Haverford, in which the
Garnet played most of the second half a
man down, losing 2–1. Brendan Moriar-
ty ’05, Brendan R. Moriarty ’04 (yes,
there are two of them), Nathan Shupe
’05, and Marty Griffith ’05 led the way
offensively.

—Adam Hertz

FALL 2001 OVERALL CENTENNIAL

RECORD CONFERENCE

Field hockey 8–7 4–5
Men’s soccer 7–12 1–8
Women’s soccer 8–8 2–8
Volleyball 13–11 4–6
Women’s XC 4th
Men’s XC 5th

A season of firsts

“I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY SIMPLY FOR

THE LOVE OF THE SPORT,” KRISTEN ENGLISH ’01

SAYS OF HER YEARS AS A THREE-SPORT ATHLETE

AT SWARTHMORE. ENGLISH IS NOW HEAD LACROSSE

COACH AT CLAREMONT COLLEGE.
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PABLO PICASSO, SPANISH, “PEACE,” MURAL AT

VALLAURIS, FRANCE, 1952. THE MURAL WAS

INSTALLED, ALONG WITH ITS COMPANION,

“WAR,” ON A VAULT OF A DECONSECRATED 12TH-

CENTURY CHAPEL. PICASSO, A PEACE ACTIVIST

HIMSELF, MAY HAVE BEEN MOTIVATED BY THE

CEASE-FIRE IN THE KOREAN WAR IN LATE 1951

AND BY THE EXECUTION OF A GREEK COMMUNIST

LEADER IN MARCH 1952.

What does art say to us about war andpeace? With the advice of several
Swarthmore art historians, including

Professor Emerita Kaori Kitao, Professor Michael
Cothren, Assistant Professor Patricia Reilly, and
Mari S.Michener Professor and Provost
Constance Cain Hungerford, the Bulletin staff has
assembled for this issue a portfolio of artists’
reactions to war spanning seven centuries of
Western and non-Western art.

How artists have responded to—and reshaped
in the creative crucible—their awareness of war,
oppression, privilege, and liberation can be a con-
templative guide to us in our own time of crisis.
Although there are many documentary images of
war in the world’s art traditions, some works
seem so personal as to bear testimony to artists’
involvement with the events of the day.Moreover,
works that ponder the elusive ideals of peace and
harmony, necessarily allegorical, often reveal a
complexity of understanding that direct political
discussions cannot approach.

Artists seem to understand as well as diplo-
mats how war and peace are entwined: They may
approach their subject with outrage or idealistic
hopefulness, but what comes out in the finished
work is often quite different. Consequently, the
thoughts that cross our minds as we view these
works are not simply for or against particular
actors on the stage of history. We have a chance
to experience—through our own eyes—mean-
ings that might escape us in the swirl of current
events.

—Phillip Stern ’84
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September 11
8 a.m.

It was a clear day on the shores of Hen-
derson Harbor, N.Y., which rests a com-
fortable 300 miles from the heart of

downtown New York City. Virginia Bur-
dick was beginning her day by departing her
seasonal cottage on the way to her perma-
nent home in Watertown, N.Y. For some
inexplicable reason, she began chanting a
prayer to St. Joseph: “St. Joseph, in this
hour, show us your power."

After 40 iterations of this phrase, Virgin-
ia questioned herself as to what would re-
quire her this day to use her most potent
personal force—her chanting prayer to St.
Joseph, which requires 40 recitations to
have its full effect. St. Joseph, it is presum-
ed, springs into action only after being prod-
ded by use of this repetitious entreaty. The
question stuck in her head because she only
used this chanting prayer in dire emergen-
cies, most recently after the collapse of her
husband, Charlie, who subsequently sur-
vived.

After the 30-minute drive to town, the
need for her prayer soon became manifest as
she witnessed the terrorist act committed
on the World Trade Center.

Virginia Burdick is my wife’s maternal
aunt who shares the harbor with my family
during our summer vacations at a cottage
along that same shoreline. Her voice, which
recited a prayer she had previously employ-
ed only four other times in her life, was the
voice of one of my angels that day—the day
I walked away from the most diabolical act
of terrorism ever committed upon the
United States. It truly was the day that
changed everything.

5:40 a.m.

Iawoke to some pop song playing on the
radio. Life’s routine played itself out: a

shower and shave, then off to the Chatham,

N.J., train station.My commuting buddy,
John, and I ride the 6:15 a.m. train to Hobo-
ken, N.J., each day, where we catch the PATH
train to the World Trade Center. Barry
Bonds’ home run tally was the talk of the
sports pages—63 and counting.We shared
a comment or two with each other on the
PATH train and went our separate ways on
entering the concourse area of the towers.

The first important choice I make at the
beginning of each day is the coffee. This
day’s selection was hazelnut. Then, my ride
into the clouds: a five-minute one-stop ele-
vator excursion to the 84th floor of Two
World Trade Center. At about the 50th floor,
my ears pop. The time is 7:15 a.m. as I arrive
at my desk in Euro Brokers, Inc.

Something Was Wrong
8:45 a.m.

The typical morning routine at the trading
desk is disturbed. I sensed something

was wrong as I turned toward the north side
of our building (which faces the east side of
Tower One in the World Trade Center). The
windows are about 30 to 40 yards from
where I sit, so my view of the other tower
was occluded. People were running toward
that northern side of the building. Having
experienced a stunt man parachute onto the
Statue of Liberty a few weeks before, I was
about to shrug off this activity as just anoth-
er waste of time when I witnessed a sight
that signaled the start of a surreal series of
events that seem frozen in time.What I saw
flying through the air was paper, lots of
paper, floating in the wind.

Events proceeded swiftly from this point
on. Jose Marrero, one of our support per-
sonnel, came bursting into the trading floor
armed with his two-way radio. He an-
nounced that there was a fire in Tower One
and that we were to proceed into the hall-
way to begin an evacuation of our floor. I

had gone possibly 50
feet when the thought
occurred to me that I
had left my cell phone
at my desk. “My wife
will need to hear from
me" was my thinking
as I went to retrieve it.
Later, I was to learn
that going back cost
me five floors when the
plane hit our building.
Upon returning to my
desk, I heard the voice
of Thommisina Choi
on our direct line to
Mizuho Capital
Markets—one of the firm’s customers who
worked on the 80th floor of Tower Two. She
was warning us to “Get out; get out of the
building now!" That message resonated in
my head throughout my descent and kept
me thinking clearly all the way down. Those
words, shouted at me by a friend and col-
league, were the voice of my second angel
that day.

The Descent
8:50 to 9:03 a.m.

The stairwell in which I evacuated hap-
pened to be on the northwestern side of

the tower. The mood of the occupants of our
stairwell was lighthearted. It reminded me
of a high school fire drill. Clearly, our infor-
mation was incomplete about what had
happened in Tower One, and, as Wall Street
brokers commonly do, we made light of the
situation. Those who lived through the 1993
bombing were making humorous compar-
isons. The pace of our evacuation was
steady but not swift.

At the 60th floor, my cell phone rang
with its familiar chime (the so-called sports
song my sons had picked out). The panicked

T H E D A Y T H A T C H A N G E D
E s c a p e f r o m t h e 8 4 t h f l o o r :

a p e r s o n a l m e m o i r o f S e p t e m b e r 1 1

By Steven Salovitch ’85
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voice of my wife, Janet, was on the other
end. She informed me of the fire in the
other building as she was seeing it on CNN.

Believe it or not, I tried to calm her down
as I told of my progress down the stairwell.
Hearing her voice and the horror of what
she was observing gave me pause. Some-
thing serious was happening, although
with our purview, we were not able to com-
prehend just how serious. A colleague of
mine borrowed my phone directly afterward
to speak to one of his customers. His face
began to change as he listened to an ac-
count of what was being portrayed by the
news networks. Instinctively, I grabbed for
my phone, as I thought he would interrupt
our descent by giving us a play-by-play of
outside events.

At the 55th floor, we paused for an emer-
gency announcement by the Port Authority.
We were told that a plane had struck Tower
One and that there was a fire in that build-
ing. The message continued to state that the
situation in Tower Two was stable—and we
were safe to proceed down or return to our
offices if we chose to go back to work. These
instructions were tragically ambiguous and
proved fatal for those who chose to return
or who had not continued evacuating.

At this point, I found myself reflecting
on the announcement with two of my col-
leagues—Andy Soloway and Dennis
Coughlin.We discussed whether to contin-
ue our descent or head back to the office.
Our momentary equivocation probably
saved our lives.

The Second Plane
9:03 to 9:32 a.m.

As the three of us pondered our options,
we experienced the concussion that

occurred when the second plane hit our
building. I was nearly thrown off my feet as
the building absorbed the shock. It immedi-
ately registered: Something just moved our
entire building!

The next moment proved most miracu-
lous as the entire assembly of people in our
stairway immediately continued with the
evacuation in an expeditious manner. There
was absolutely no sense of panic. It was as if
a high-speed assembly line was thrust into
motion from a flat start.

Andy and I found ourselves next to two
women who needed assistance. Andy was
speaking calming words to a Latino woman

who was suffering a panic attack, while I
grabbed the briefcase and the arm of an
overweight Caucasian woman who was not
likely to make it down on her own.

The evacuation proceeded in an orderly
and determined fashion. The pace was quick
but was never panicked.We each did what
was necessary to keep the line moving.

At the 40th floor, my cell phone chimed.
It was Janet again. She had seen something
explode into Tower Two—CNN’s early cov-
erage showed a northerly view of Tower
One, which occluded much of Tower Two—
and immediately started dialing my number.
I heard her tell me that my building had just
“exploded." My response was “I felt it," and
I told her of my progress before I ended the
conversation by saying I’d call as soon as I
was outside.

The line of people in Stairwell A of Tower
Two marched steadily downward. Andy and
I barked words of encouragement to our
charges and to those within earshot of us. I
even remember making a bad joke: “30th
floor, people, it’s all downhill from here!"
The woman I was assisting—I never did get
her name—informed me she had two chil-
dren. Knowing this helped me to motivate
her to make it down.

E V E R Y T H I N G



The line kept moving: 30, 25, and 20. It
was in the teens that we encountered the
first of three pauses in our egress. Those
ahead of us reported up each time that there
was no need for concern, as the interrup-
tions were due to the influx caused by lower
floors evacuating.

The last floors were counted down as we
exited the stairwell at the mezzanine sec-
tion. For those who have stood on line to
get to the observation deck at the World
Trade Center or who have purchased half-
priced theater tickets at the TKTS booth,
this was the place I now found myself. There
were police officers and Port Authority
employees directing us at this point.

We were shepherded to two narrow esca-
lators that descended to the concourse level.
These escalators directly faced two-story
windows that proved to be our first view of
the carnage that had been inflicted. Our
view was of the central atrium between the
two towers.Where once-countless tourists
snapped photographs and outdoor concert
series were performed was now a vision of
war’s destructive fury.

At the top of the escalators, an African-
American woman was overcome by what she
was witnessing and started to scream out
her Lord’s name. She was immediately
pulled out of line and was calmed by a
police officer. Other officers were directing
our attention forward by telling us not to
look out the windows and to proceed down
the escalators. At the foot of the escalators,
more rescue workers served as a gauntlet of
encouragement and kept our pace brisk.

At the concourse level, I gave the woman
I had accompanied down her bag and
wished her well as I looked around for my
colleagues. Emergency personnel kept us
moving through the concourse, however,
and we were directed to the easternmost exit
of the World Trade Center, where the Krispy
Kreme Doughnuts franchise was located—a
popular place for us to send trainees to fetch
an afternoon nosh.

As I walked into the exit foyer, I got my
first full view of the chaos of activity that
was encircling the Trade Center. Emergency
personnel were there in force to move us out
into the street and directed us to keep our
eyes forward—away from the towers—and
to move swiftly uptown to clear the area. As
I exited through the doorway that led to the
street, I happened to look at my watch. It

read 9:32 a.m. It had taken approximately 45
minutes to evacuate from the 84th floor. I
proceeded up to Broadway and turned
north, where I began my walk to midtown.

March to Midtown

Two items were on my mind. One was to
get word to my wife that I was out of the

building. As soon as I was on Broadway, I
kept speed-dialing my home, to no avail. My
cell phone was unable to get a signal. Pay
phones along the way had long lines of peo-
ple waiting. I did not stop to wait.

The second thought that passed through
my mind was that something terrible had
happened and that I needed to be clear of
the area—I still did not know what had
caused the explosion. I remembered seeing a
woman who was charred and whose skin
was peeling off in sections being led to the
triage area by a fireman. I saw the look on
all the emergency workers’ faces as they ush-
ered us away: It was fear.

With great haste, I quick-marched up
Broadway. At City Hall, I came upon a fellow
named David, who was just finishing a cell
call. I asked him to let me phone my wife,
and he agreed. It was approximately 9:40
a.m. when Janet informed me of the events
of the day: that two jetliners had been flown
into the World Trade Center and that the

Pentagon had also been hit. I told her I was
walking clear of the area and was headed to
Central Park. It was at this point that I
looked back at the twin towers, which were
now fully ablaze and spewing sickeningly
dark plumes of smoke. This brief glimpse
back was the last time I was to see the tow-
ers standing.

Along the way, David and I came upon
my chief financial officer, Steve Vigliotti,
who was also walking to Midtown. Steve
was headed toward his old offices at 330
Madison Avenue to start a phone chain to
account for our firm’s employees. I accompa-
nied him to these offices, where I said my
good-byes to David. His wife was nine
months pregnant, and he was eager to be by
her side. I never did get his last name.

The next three hours were spent calling
our London offices, developing calling lists,
and implementing the beginnings of our
emergency phone chain to check on the sta-
tus of our employees. I spoke to a few wives
that day who had not yet heard from their
husbands and who now are presumed dead.
It was a heartbreaking duty.

At 3:30 p.m., I met a friend of mine who
had offered to drive me home earlier. We
began what became a four-hour drive short-
ly after 4:30. It was 8:26 p.m. when he deliv-
ered me back to my doorstep and to the
waiting arms of Janet and my two sons. I
cannot imagine a happier homecoming.

October 1
The Aftermath

Ilearned later that evening that our firm
lost 60 of our 288 employees that day—

5 from my department alone.My sons have
classmates and friends who no longer have
fathers. Eleven residents of Chatham did
not come home that night. Friends and col-
leagues from firms in both buildings are
now lost.

Most of us who worked in the World
Trade Center survived the day. This was due
to a degree of courage few of our generation
will ever witness again. The men and wom-
en of New York City’s fire, police, and emer-
gency services departments walked into cer-
tain death in order to expedite the evacua-
tion of both towers. Hundreds of them died
so that many thousands would live.

I am one of those thousands.T
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STEVEN SALOVITCH, ONE OF THE THOUSANDS WHO

SAFELY EVACUATED THE WORLD TRADE CENTER

AFTER THE TERRORIST ATTACK, COULD NOT

IMAGINE A HAPPIER HOMECOMING WITH HIS

FAMILY AFTER A SURREAL DAY.
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J o n a t h a n
R a n d a l l ’82
H i s p a t h i n l i f e i s r e m e m b e r e d .

By David Shaiken ’82

Jonathan Randall ’82 died in the North Tower of the World Trade

Center on Sept. 11. He is the only Swarthmore graduate known to

have perished in the attacks, though many Swarthmoreans have lost

family and friends, including Lynne Steuerle ’99, whose mother was

aboard the aircraft that crashed into the Pentagon. Jonathan’s par-

ents are Charles ’51 and Hedi Schmid Randall ’53. David Shaiken

remembers his friend:

Jon was a gentle man who had found a path to spiritual peace, a
path marked by seeking and finding rewards in the search. Like
many Swarthmoreans, Jon was a contemplative and reflective

person. He was open to finding fulfillment, even if it hid in unfamil-
iar places. He was willing to experience life.

College friends will recall how, early in college, he came upon
modern dance. Suddenly, he was a man transformed, reveling in the
beauty of choreography and movement. He pursued this path in
New York City for several years after graduation, living on cornflakes
and dreams.

Some classmates have expressed surprise to me upon learning
recently that this same Jonathan—artsy, warm, gentle Jonathan—
had worked for years in the Information Technology Department of
J&H March and McLennan Inc., an international insurance broker-
age firm, in a corporate Wall Street environment 95 floors up in the
North Tower of the World Trade Center. Jon had found another
path of exciting ideas and new challenges working with computers
and supervising others. That was Jonathan—unbound by your or
my expectations, willing to take a turn when it felt right.

His daughter, Katie, now 11 years old, was the light of his life.
Through his love for her, Jonathan happily walked a path of nurtur-
ance and profound love. Jonathan was deeply involved in Katie’s
daily life. They shared horseback-riding lessons in the city and trips
to his beloved Silver Lake in northern Pennsylvania, a Randall fami-
ly retreat for three generations. He sought and found a bond with
Katie that delighted him, touched him deeply, and renewed him on a
daily basis.

Some years ago, Jon told me that, during his daily commute from
Brooklyn to the financial district in Manhattan, Jesus had tapped
him on the shoulder. Jonathan became a devout Christian, joining
and taking a leadership role in the Zion Lutheran Church and form-
ing a Bible study group at work. He found a path to spiritual peace
through his work in the church, study of the Bible, humility, rela-

tionship with God, and many acts of charity. At Christmas, he
asked his family to forgo buying gifts for him and instead to give to
a needy person.

Jonathan turned toward faith because that was his way—attend-
ing to what he found that was good, right, and fulfilling on his jour-
ney. Jonathan listened well and intently; he attended, with convic-
tion, to what he heard.

He was a simple man—a man of simple pleasures, profound
kindness, warmth and affection, and devotion to his family.

When I think of Jonathan, I shall think of peace—peace found
in sharing simple pleasures, the peacefulness of his presence, the
spiritual peace he discovered, and the peace and love he showered
on his family and friends.T
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JONATHAN RANDALL AT HIS

FAMILY’S SUMMER HOME AT

SILVER LAKE IN NORTHERN

PENNSYLVANIA, WHERE HE WAS

“AT PEACE IN A PLACE HE

LOVED,” WROTE HIS MOTHER,

HEDI RANDALL. RIGHT: JON AND

HIS DAUGHTER, KATIE, OFTEN

BEAMED AT EACH OTHER, AS

THEY DID LAST MAY.
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PETER PAUL RUBENS, “PEACE AND WAR,” OIL ON

CANVAS,1629–30. THE ALLEGORICAL ACTORS IN

THE SCENE INCLUDE PEACE SHARING HER BOUN-

TY AND THE GODDESS MINERVA DRIVING AWAY

MARS, GOD OF WAR. AS FLEMISH ENVOY TO

PHILIP IV OF SPAIN, RUBENS WAS PERSONALLY

INVOLVED IN NEGOTIATIONS TO PREVENT WAR

BETWEEN SPAIN AND ENGLAND AND GAVE THE

PAINTING TO CHARLES I OF ENGLAND AS A GIFT.
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Little on the Swarthmore campus
appears to have changed since Sept.
11. Under an azure sky on a clear

October day, the hand of Nature still drapes
sheaths of golden sunlight over the
amphitheater trees; random splashes of
scarlet, bright yellow, and tawny brown por-
tend a magnificent autumn. The College
buildings stand solid, seemingly unshak-
able. Yet, life is different here now.

The air was no less clear, nor the sun less
bright, on that Tuesday in September when,
literally out of the blue, human hands flew
glistening engines of destruction into our
lives. A few young men plunged the nation
into an abyss of shock, grief, fear, and anger.
Quite suddenly, we all became members of a
group of fellow sufferers, knowing terror
close at hand.We became one with the
Catholic schoolgirls of Northern Ireland,
with the residents of Oklahoma City, and
with the citizens of nations around the
globe who have come to know random vio-
lence as an everyday political tool.

Peace doesn’t come easily any more. How
can members of the College community
process the cascading emotions—anger at
the invasion of our land, fear of similar
future events, and flashes of guilt at any
good fortune previously enjoyed? How do
we combat the confusion and restore the
sense of inner peace and clarity of mind that
we will need in order to understand these
events and put them into perspective?

One source of strength and comfort for
members of the community is in spirituality.
The campus Interfaith Center in Bond
Hall—housing Protestant, Catholic, and
Jewish ministries—not only offers those on
campus opportunities to pursue individual
religious directions but also encourages
them to open themselves to other realities,
acknowledge differences, and embrace them.
The Protestant ministry is funded by six
local churches and gifts from individuals,
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I N C O M PA S S I O N A N D U N D E R S TA N D I N G .

By Carol Brévart -Demm
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LEFT: “PEACE BUDDHA” BY ARTIST ANNE MARIE

SMITH OF MARIN COUNTY, CALIF. SMITH INTE-

GRATES DREAM IMAGES INTO HER PAINTINGS OF

BUDDHAS AND ANGELS.

TOP RIGHT: THE MUSLIM PEACE FELLOWSHIP

USES A BIRD AS ITS LOGO. THE GRAPHIC INCOR-

PORATES THE ARABIC WORD “AL-SALAAM,” ONE

OF THE NAMES OF GOD, MEANING “PEACE.”
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and the Catholic and Jewish ministries are
supported by the Archdiocese of Philadel-
phia and Hillel, respectively, with plans for
endowment funding of the Protestant and
Jewish advisers.

During the past weeks, students have
flocked to the offices of campus spiritual
advisers. Protestant adviser and Quaker
Pauline Allen counseled between 50 and 60
students during the weeks following the
tragedy. In a world of apparently encroach-
ing danger, she says: “My experience is that
we human beings are incredibly frail and, at
the same time, incredibly resilient. Main-
taining a sense of inner peace through the
vagaries of life is similar to maintaining
one’s balance on a ship. As a sailor on the
sea of life, you set a course based on the best
information you have at the time. You
weather each storm as it arises, holding on
until it has passed.... The reality of your
faith is that, in opening to God’s presence
on this boat, you will not make this journey
alone. You will have the joy and companion-
ship of your shipmates, and the love and
companionship of your Captain. I believe
God does not want us to live in fear. We
were made to live our lives. And we must
remember, too, that the deepest part of our-
selves is forever safe in God’s care." She
believes that by centering one’s life in God
as the source of compassion and mercy,
one’s heart will be filled with an inner peace
whose energy can change the world.

In Roman Catholic tradition, says Father
John Ames, the College’s Catholic mentor,
the search for inner peace is a search for jus-
tice, from which peace then flows. “If justice
is giving to each what is his or her due, then
peace would [involve] being in a right rela-
tionship with your neighbor and with God."
He mentions Jesus’ commands to “love God
above all things" and to “love your neighbor
as yourself"; however, it is not possible to
love God without loving other human
beings. By reaching out to your neighbor,
you are reaching out to God. If either one of
those two axes becomes disordered, a lack of
peace ensues. Referring to St. Augustine’s
just-war theory, he stresses that war is never
desirable—yet, in certain situations, as a
last resort, it seems to become inevitable. “It
would be nice to think," he muses, “that at
some point, nonviolent struggle for peace
will be more globally successful."

“Peace is one of the highest ideals within

Judaism," says Rachel Kobrin, Hillel adviser
to Jewish life. “It is the essence of Torah, the
central Jewish text. Judaism teaches that
Torah was given to us as a guide to reaching
a state of peaceful unity among human
beings and with the rest of creation."
Kobrin explains that the Hebrew word for
peace, shalom, comes from the root
“ShLM," which means “wholeness" or
“completeness."

“I think we reach inner peace when we
feel completely whole," Kobrin says. “A
sense of wholeness comes from acceptance
of self, community, situation, and surround-
ings. Inner peace does not mean an elimina-
tion of struggles and fears but an embrace of
them as we incorporate them into our inner
growth. I think we feel degrees of inner
peace at different times in our lives.
Personally, there are moments—when I am
praying, singing Jewish music in a commu-
nity, celebrating a holiday, helping people in
need, working with a student, teaching a
Jewish text, spending time with friends and
family—when I am most aware of a feeling
of inner shalom, but this feeling and sense
of awareness is incredibly difficult to main-
tain unconditionally."

Kobrin feels very fortunate that her job
continuously provides her with opportuni-
ties to achieve such moments of inner
peace. And, as with Allen and Ames, the
capacity to love and understand others and
oneself is foremost. Since the attack, Kobrin
says, “I have found more than anything else
that students are really looking for some-
body to listen to them, to know that some-
body understands their range of feelings
and will be there to support them."

Faculty members in the Department of
Religion offer further perspectives on peace.
“The word ‘Islam,’" says Visiting Assistant
Professor of Religion and Mellon Post-
doctoral Fellow Scott Kugle ’91, “means
‘coming to peace’ or ‘coming to accord.’"
Like other religious traditions, in Islam,
peace with God is a prerequisite for experi-
encing peace with one’s neighbor, and, con-
versely, inner peace makes no sense without
outer harmony.

In Islam, “‘There is no God but God,’"
says Kugle, “and everything else about Islam
is a theological, practical, or ritual ramifica-
tion of that." Radically monotheistic,
Muslims struggle in their daily lives to prac-
tice God’s will. Again, justice is central to the
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question of peace. The prophet Muham-
mad’s goal was to build a just community of
Islam. Kugle says, “For Muslims, peace is the
creation of a just community." And the
struggle to construct a just community is not
always without violence. “It involves struggle
on all levels—individual, communal, and
intercommunal," Kugle says. Verses in the
Quran talk about fighting in the struggle for
peace, but, as with the just war theory, the
emphasis is on self-defense and the need to
discriminate between combatants and civil-
ians.

To illustrate the necessity to recognize
the interconnectedness of all people as a way
to inner peace, Kugle refers to a verse from
the Quran that he had recited at the Sept. 11
evening Collection: “Whosoever kills a
human soul, it is as if he has killed humanity
altogether; / Whosoever saves a soul, it is as
if he has saved humanity altogether."

Explaining a viewpoint generally identi-
fied with Buddhism and more specifically
with a modern expression of that tradition
called “engaged Buddhism," Charles and
Harriett Cox McDowell Professor of
Religion Donald Swearer describes inner
peace and outer peace as direct correlates.
Referring to the teachings of Vietnamese
Zen Buddhist monk Thích Nhât Hanh, the
founder of engaged Buddhism and, particu-
larly during the Vietnam War, tireless activist
for peace through nonviolent struggle,
Swearer says: “In the Buddhist view, the psy-
chological, emotional, and mental qualities
that we associate with inner peace—the
calm and equanimity—are very much cou-
pled with an objective understanding. The
personal qualities that go with inner peace
are necessarily correlated with seeing things
clearly." When our minds are clouded by
emotions such as anger or hatred, we are
unable to achieve the clarity of vision on
which inner peace depends.

Swearer stresses the importance of
reflecting these inner qualities in our actions
in the world around us. “To see things clear-
ly," he says, “is to see things as they are
inherently connected and relative to each
other." Buddhism rejects a dualistic
approach to understanding conflict, pitting
good against evil, as too simplistic. It seeks
instead causes, self-knowledge, and respon-
sibility to and for each other. Understanding
the interdependent nature of all life forms is
closely related to compassion. “The way to

compassion is understanding, and under-
standing is the way to inner peace, which
enables us to feel compassion. It’s a cycle,"
says Swearer.

Viewing the current situation as only a
small part of a much broader political pic-
ture, he cites the guiding principles of the
Buddhists’ Four Noble Truths: acknowledg-
ing that nobody is exempt from suffering,
recognizing the cause of that suffering, see-
ing a solution to the cessation of the suffer-
ing, and finding a path to the cessation of
the suffering.

The threads that are woven through all
these traditions are those of love, compas-
sion, desire for justice, and understanding—
and inner peace both arises in and gives rise
to all of these. No religion propagates inhu-
manity. Because religious traditions are
founded on Divine messages as interpreted
by human beings, surely it must be an innate
human desire to experience inner peace and
be at peace with one’s neighbors.

This desire is evident in students’ expres-
sions of inner peace. “Inner peace," says
Anna Woodiwiss ’02, “comes from an atti-
tude of awareness, a position of hope, and
an effort at calm. It springs from a funda-
mental stance of affirmation—toward our-
selves, other people, nature, and events. I
think peace is in relation—our peace is
strengthened by others, and we act out of
that wellspring when we interact with other
people."

For Dann Naseemullah ’02, it is a fine
balance of the Quakerly inner light inside
your soul and the Platonic notion of reason
ruling over the passions and transforming
them. “I don’t necessarily believe that the
two are completely incompatible," he says.
“Those who have found the right balance or
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“Inner peace

does not mean

an elimination of

struggles and fears

but an embrace of

them as we

incorporate them

into our

inner growth.”
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ISRAELI ARTIST LEA NIKEL’S 1995 PAINTING,

“GESTURE FOR RABIN AND FOR PEACE” (TOP LEFT)

WAS SHOWN IN THE EXHIBITION AFTER RABIN:

NEW ART FROM ISRAEL AT THE JEWISH MUSEUM

IN NEW YORK. SINCE 1981, THE BOISE PEACE

QUILT PROJECT HAS BEEN MAKING AND AWARDING

QUILTS TO INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

WORKING FOR PEACE, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND

SOCIAL JUSTICE. EACH SQUARE OF THE QUILT (TOP

RIGHT) GIVEN IN 1985 TO SR. MARJORIE TUITE, A

DOMINICAN NUN AND ACTIVIST, CELEBRATES A

PEACEMAKER.
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have listened to the right parts of their
souls will be better capable of interacting
with others and making informed and
enlightened judgments about moral diffi-
culties of the kind that we are faced with
right now."

“[It] is a state of acceptance of myself,"
says Mike Morse ’03, “just as I am—not,
however, a complacency with the status quo
but, in contrast, a source of courage to go
out and make changes. It’s a foundation of
values and self-worth, on which I build."

During the past weeks, in their struggle
to process the events of Sept. 11, students
have drawn not only on their own strength
and faith but also on each other, both offer-
ing and receiving support and finding com-
fort in the exchange. Naseemullah says: “I
take pride and joy and comfort in my
friends: those who can see through hatred
and fear to come together with me and oth-
ers in trying to see what is truly important
and what we can do.... And, Swarthmore
being Swarthmore, I am honored to have so
many wonderful, caring, and reflective peo-
ple to talk to." Woodiwiss is “grateful to be
part of a community here and to have [her]
large and wonderful family back at home."

Morse has found the strength to cope
with the current situation not only through
the companionship of his fellow students
and friends but also by increasing his focus
on the moment. “I am more diligent in
thanksgiving," he says. “I pray more for the
blessings bestowed on me and that such
blessings may be bestowed upon all. I give
thanks for the food that I have, pray every
morning, giving thanks for being given one
more day, and I pray for shalom, for peace,
for all the world."

Dean of the College Robert Gross ’62
sees a search for spirituality among the stu-
dents as part of their seeking meanings and
connections. “Students engage in this
search in many different ways," he says.
“Some focus on volunteer service as a way
of finding that connection. Others use
political activism as a vehicle. Still others
find their way to one of the on- or off-cam-
pus religious communities or to one of the
on-campus religious advisers." He esti-
mates that about a quarter of the students
have some ongoing relationship with their
faith communities and more than half at
least some connection.

The students’ thoughts reflect this
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“I hope that this

attack on our soil

can enlarge our

compassion for those

in the world

for whom this is an

everyday event.

This can be a time
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engagement. Morse says: “Spiritual life on
this campus is very vibrant for me. Praying
and crying with spiritually focused people of
all faiths has been helpful for me and many
others on campus, as we’ve tried to draw out
our feelings about the recent events and
have wrestled in our relationship with God."
For him, inner peace, shalom, is the source
of courage that is needed to step into some
else’s shoes and empathize. “To reform is an
act of courage," he says, “so some mastery of
shalom is a prerequisite for me as I engage
in tikkun olam, or healing of the world."

Woodiwiss says: “Inner peace in individ-
uals and in relationships is like the prover-
bial stone in the lake—it gradually ripples
further outward than anyone expects.... I see
the effects of inner peace both as a result of
a chosen stance toward the world and an
expanding gift of grace." This is echoed by
Naseemullah: “The transformative capacity
of finding a balance in yourself that can kin-
dle an inner peace is nearly infinite because
of the calling it engenders."

Father Ames describes the students he
has seen since the tragedy as having
endured stages of shock, sadness, feelings of
vulnerability and loss of security, and yet, he
says, “they have confident hope in God’s
ability to bring peace to the world and bring
out of this tragedy something good, to take
the broken pieces and put them together in
a way that’s even more beautiful than before
the break." He senses a “healthy grappling
with the call to love one’s neighbor and the
call to justice," and he encourages students
to continue with that.

The affirmations of hope and outreach
from around the campus, in the wake of the
tragedy, are perhaps summed up best by
Pauline Allen, when she says: “I hope that
this attack on our soil can enlarge our com-
passion for those in the world for whom
this is an everyday event. This can be a time
of rededication to peacemaking."

And, thousands of miles from our cam-
pus yet so close in thought, the encouraging
voice of the gentle monk Thích Nhât Hanh
can be heard (Love in Action, 1993): “The suc-
cess of a nonviolent struggle can be meas-
ured only in terms of the love and nonvio-
lence attained. In our struggle in Vietnam,
we did our best to remain true to our princi-
ples. We never lost sight that the essence of
our struggle was love itself, and that was a
real contribution to humanity."T
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SULTAN MUHAMMAD, IRANIAN, “THE COURT

OF GAYUMARS,” VARIOUS PIGMENTS ON PAPER,

1522–25. THIS MINIATURE, FROM THE SHAH-

NAMEH, OR KINGS’ BOOK OF KINGS, WAS

PRODUCED DURING A PERIOD OF SAFAVID CULTURE

CHARACTERIZED BY ARTISTIC INNOVATION AND

FREEDOM AS WELL AS REPRESSION OF RELIGIOUS

EXTREMISTS. IT PRAISES THE CIVILIZED REALM

OF GAYUMARS, PERSIA’S LEGENDARY FIRST RULER,

AND ALSO REVEALS A LANDSCAPE RICHLY POPU-

LATED WITH SPIRITUAL BEINGS.
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Sept. 20—It’s barely a week after the
terrorists struck, and President George
W. Bush says America is at war. He

vows a “crusade” to end terrorism and cap-
ture the perpetrators “dead or alive.”
Tonight, the president, addressing a joint
session of Congress, will tell the world that
“justice will be done.” But this morning, 16
students—mostly freshmen and sopho-
mores; about half men, half women; mostly
18 and 19 years old—sit quietly around two
tables pushed together in a wood-paneled
room in Papazian Hall.

They are studying peace.
J. William “Jerry” Frost, the Howard M.

and Charles F. Jenkins Professor of Quaker
History and Research and director of the
Friends Historical Library, is struggling to
keep their minds (and his own) on the syl-
labus for the course. Today’s topic in Frost’s
course Introduction to Peace and Conflict
Studies is supposed to be ethology—animal
behavior—and he wants to explore what we
can learn about human aggression from the
innate, instinctual, and learned behavior of
our primate relatives.

But Sept. 11 intrudes. Frost tells the stu-
dents that “our laboratory as current histori-
ans is America”; then he asks, “What is
going on here? Everyone is saying that Islam
is a religion of peace. So when we sing ‘The
Battle Hymn of the Republic,’ does that
mean that Christianity is a religion of war?
It’s not that simple—Islam, Christianity,
and Judaism are religions of both war and
peace.” There are no simple answers for
Jerry Frost, and he doesn’t allow his stu-
dents that luxury either.

The semester is young, and the students

S t u d y i n g
W H A T I S P E A C E ?
H O W D O W E A C H I E V E I T ?
S W A R T H M O R E ’ S
P E A C E A N D C O N F L I C T
S T U D I E S C L A S S E S
L O O K A T T H E
R O O T S O F V I O L E N C E .

By Jeff rey Lott

Photographs by Jim Graham
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are still assembling the intellectual tools
they will need to examine war, peace, and
conflict. In the first few weeks of the course,
Frost will touch on history, politics, eco-
nomics, psychology, biology, sociology, and
religion, using each of these disciplines as a
lens to examine ideas about peace and war.
The course will then examine various meth-
ods and organizations that attempt to allevi-
ate the causes of war. Finally, students will
apply these interdisciplinary tools to a
research project on a local, national, or
international conflict. Some of this semes-
ter’s papers will look at the failure of the
Oslo Accords, the conflict between India
and Pakistan, and the role of nongovern-
mental organizations such as Amnesty
International and the American Friends
Service Committee. Another will explore
sports and violence, and one student is tack-
ling the definition of terrorism, asking,
“When does a freedom fighter become a ter-
rorist?”

For these students, the clash of ideas is
what Swarthmore is all about. A vital ques-
tion—how shall we achieve peace in the
world?—is placed in the center of the room
and looked at from a half-dozen different
perspectives.

But first there’s the problem of defining
peace. Is it merely the absence of war?

Or is peace a natural state of human rela-
tions that is constantly being interrupted by
conflict? Must peace exist only in opposi-
tion to something else, as health does with
disease? Is there a peace-war continuum
that starts with harsh words on a street cor-
ner or the threat of violence within a family
and extends through crime and political vio-
lence all the way to the clash of national
armies?

Frost says he tends to define peace in a
“negative” way—as the elimination of
armed violence among or within nations. “If
you define peace through things like eco-
nomic justice, better child rearing, or human
rights—what we call ‘positive peace,’” he
says, “that doesn’t give you enough of a lever
to stop armed conflict. There are more than

enough wars to keep one busy without try-
ing to see peace in this broader sense.

“It’s like the myth of Sysiphus. Stopping
war is hard enough; you just have to keep
rolling that stone up the hill. Positive peace
gives you too many choices—you don’t
know which stone to roll up the hill.”

Still, every discipline has its own stones.
Although the causes of war may be stud-

ied in depth by historians and political sci-
entists, the forces of history and politics
cannot by themselves explain the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11. In the weeks after the
attacks, faculty members in many disciplines
applied their expertise to the situation.

Stephen Golub, professor of economics,
commented on the economy—which, at the
time, he expected to “carry on as normal.”
Frank Moscatelli, professor of physics, cal-
culated the energy forces brought to bear on
the World Trade Center by exploding air-
craft. Sociologist Robin Wagner-Pacifici
noted that within a few hours, an “accident”

became an “incident”; an “incident” became
an “attack”; and the attack was likened to
Pearl Harbor.

Andrew Ward, assistant professor of psy-
chology, said that it may be difficult for peo-
ple to rid themselves of their anger to
achieve peace and understanding: “There’s a
self-righteous component to it, and some-
times people like to remain angry because it
makes them feel good.”

Linguist Donna Jo Napoli observed that
rumors are “something to fill your mouth
when there’s nothing else to say, when you
want to make contact.” And Nathalie Ander-
son, professor of English literature, was
heard on National Public Radio, saying that
poetry did not console her so much as it
helped her to “think through things.”
William Butler Yeats, she said, “made art out
of his own trouble, and I think that’s an
important thing.” (For more faculty perspec-
tives, see “Peace, Politics, and Justice,” page
32.)

This multidimensional outpouring finds
its curricular expression in Swarthmore’s
interdisciplinary programs and concentra-
tions. There are now 14 such constellations
of courses, reflecting a trend toward inter-
disciplinary study that has grown stronger
in the past 20 years. In May 2000, the fac-
ulty voted to treat many of these programs
as course minors, making the minor avail-
able to students outside the Honors pro-
gram for the first time. (See “Shared Inter-
ests,” page 86.)

The concentration in Peace and Conflict
Studies (PCS) was approved by the faculty
in 1991. It is currently coordinated by Asso-
ciate Professor of Economics Amanda Bayer
and a committee that includes four faculty
members—Frost, Ward, Richter Professor of
Political Science Raymond Hopkins, and
Professor of Philosophy Hugh Lacey; and
Wendy Chmielewski, Cooley Curator of the
Swarthmore College Peace Collection. To
minor in PCS, students must take at least 6
courses from a list of more than 30 offer-
ings. Introduction to Peace and Conflict
Studies is the only required course, though
many students also take Frost’s War and
Peace, and all concentrators must complete
a PCS thesis or final exercise. The remaining
courses are offered by six different academic
departments: Economics, History, Political
Science, Psychology, Religion, and Sociology
and Anthropology.

Is there a peace-war

continuum that starts

with harsh words on

a street corner or the

threat of violence

within a family and

extends through crime

and political violence

all the way to the clash

of national armies?

IN THE WEEKS AFTER SEPT. 11, STUDENTS IN

PROFESSOR JERRY FROST’S INTRODUCTION TO

PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES LOOKED AT THE

ROOTS OF WAR FROM A VARIETY OF PERSPECTIVES.



Bayer’s economics course Games and
Strategies is on the PCS list. In it, she looks
at bargaining and negotiation, teaching stu-
dents to analyze the behavior of parties to
strategic decisions. Using examples from
business, biology, politics, sports, and every-
day life, she helps students develop mathe-
matical tools and language to talk about
threats, promises, cooperation, and conflict.

One classic case studied by scholars of
game theory is the Cuban Missile Crisis of
1962. “It has all the elements of a strategic
game,” says Bayer. “The parties were mutual-
ly interdependent, the actions of one party
affected the others, and both parties were
aware of the actions of others.” In this con-
text, she shows students the 1967 film Dr.
Strangelove, which, she says, is “all about
threat making.”

Bayer’s course is aimed at students of
economics (sophisticated game theory is
now a staple of economic analysis), but she
says that PCS students learn how third par-
ties “can manipulate the environment facing
combatants to encourage them to come to a
more socially attractive outcome.” She cites
the diplomatic efforts of former Senator
George Mitchell in Northern Ireland, where
Mitchell not only established himself as a
source of credible information but was will-
ing to make personal sacrifices to show his
faith in the peace process.

Although Bayer thinks that it would be
“irresponsible for me—a trained econo-
mist—to talk about the political causes of a
conflict,” she says that understanding com-
plex problems of war and peace takes a mul-
tidisciplinary approach. Students in PCS
learn to “see the importance of all sorts of
factors.”

As coordinator of the PCS concentration,
Bayer has moved quickly to address issues
raised by the Sept. 11 attacks. Two visiting
scholars have been hired to teach courses
during the spring 2002 semester. Barak
Salmoni, a doctoral candidate at Harvard
University’s Center for Middle Eastern Stud-
ies, will offer a course on the state interests
and power dynamics of the contemporary
Middle East, which he defines as lands from
Morocco to Afghanistan and from Azerbai-
jan to Sudan. Robert Musil, executive direc-
tor of Physicians for Social Responsibility,
will teach about the theory and practice of
social change, looking at critical moments in
the developing peace and environmental

movements since World War II and their
efforts to change U.S. policy.

Using the “positive” definition, Peace
Studies also encompasses human

behavior and spirituality. Courses such as
Social Movements in Latin America, taught

by Associate Professor of Anthropology
Miguel Díaz-Barriga, and Psychology of
Oppression and Resistance, taught by
Andrew Ward, provide many perspectives.

Don Swearer, the Charles and Harriett
Cox McDowell Professor of Religion, has
taught in the PCS program since its incep-
tion. His popular course on Buddhist social
ethics focuses on important social issues
such as medical ethics, human rights, and
the environment as seen through Buddhist
moral philosophy.

“At issue,” says Swearer, “is how a reli-
gion that appears to be other-worldly can
actually have a social ethic—or whether the
idea of Nirvana always trumps how one acts
in the world.” Swearer explains how Bud-
dhism is “nonabsolutistic and pragmatic”
when contrasted with theistic systems that
“root ethics in the divine commandments.”

Another of Swearer’s courses, Religious
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Could nonviolence

become a universal

moral principle, so that

when a particular issue

of justice arises, people

do their best to apply

this principle?



Belief and Moral Action, explores the nature
of religious ethics through the writings and
life work of “moral exemplars” such as
Mahatma Gandhi, Dorothy Day, Thích Nhât
Hanh, and Martin Luther King, Jr. One of
the major themes is the relationship be-
tween love and justice.

“As we are painfully aware, religion can
be used to justify almost any action,” says
Swearer. “This seems self-evident, but it
doesn’t really tell us much. This course tries
to show that there are different ethical per-
spectives within each of the great religious
traditions—that there’s no monolithic
Hindu, Islamic, Christian, or Buddhist
ethic. From this, we go on to see that there
may be some ethical principles that people
can agree on, such as compassion or a docu-
ment like the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, for example.”

Swearer wonders, “Could Gandhian
nonviolence become a universal moral prin-
ciple, so that whenever you see a particular
issue of justice in the world, you do your
best to apply this principle? After all, Gand-
hi and King did it. We tend to think of war
and peace in terms of global violence among
nation-states, but violence erupts at all lev-
els—just look at the bullying and violence
in schools.”

Beth Tsai ’02, a PCS concentrator, calls
Jerry Frost’s course War and Peace “the

best class I’ve taken at Swarthmore.” Offer-
ed every other year in the Department of
Religion, the course begins with an exami-
nation of religious perspectives about and
influences on organized violence, introduc-
ing the concepts of holy war, just war, and
pacifism. This is followed by a look at the
impact of religion onWorld Wars I and II,
the founding of Israel, the Cold War, the Gulf
War, and the recent conflict in the Balkans.

Frost says he will add the “war on terrorism”
the next time he teaches the course.

Tsai, a double major in Latin and com-
puter science, has taken a course in the PCS
concentration “almost every semester”
because the interdisciplinary approach
offers a broad perspective on issues that
matter to her. Active in Amnesty Interna-
tional (AI) since high school, Tsai says she
especially appreciated being able to study
the work of nongovernmental organizations
such as AI. She heads the Swarthmore chap-
ter of the organization and coordinates
joint action by AI student groups in the
Philadelphia region.

Last summer, she was awarded a Patrick
Stewart Human Rights Scholarship (named
for the actor and activist), which she used to
assist the North Australian Aboriginal Legal
Aid Service (NAALAS) with a campaign to
repeal mandatory sentencing laws that she
says unjustly affect aboriginal people. In an

unusual move, NAALAS embarrassed the
Australian government by directly petition-
ing the United Nations (UN) under a provi-
sion of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights that allows individual
citizens to apply for UN relief if they believe
their civil and political rights are being vio-
lated.

Andy Wong ’02, who is taking Introduc-
tion to Peace and Conflict Studies as a sen-
ior, came to the concentration later in his
Swarthmore career. A political science and
special major in women’s studies, he decided
to add PCS to his program of study because
of his personal interest in the issue of vio-
lence against women. PCS courses “allow
me to examine violence on a more holistic
level,” he says. “We look at the root causes
of violence in society.”

Wong says that the academic study of
peace has “given me a lot of tools to under-
stand the current international situation.
Issues of war and peace are going to follow
us all our lives. It surprises me, really, that
more students are not interested in Peace
and Conflict Studies.”

I t’s true that the number of concentrators
is small—even as Swarthmore programs

go. Since 1995, when the first concentrator
graduated, the number of students who
have minored or concentrated in PCS has
averaged between three and four per year.
The future of the program—which, al-
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Is peacemaking just

another example of

“women’s work”? How do

you get men to take up

peacemaking, if they see

it as a feminine activity?

IT’S DIFFICULT TO PREDICT THE FUTURE OF

PEACE AND CONFLICT STUDIES, SAYS ASSOCIATE

PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AMANDA BAYER (LEFT),

WHO COORDINATES THE PROGRAM. SENIOR BETH

TSAI (TOP) SPENT THE SUMMER IN AUSTRALIA,

WORKING FOR ABORIGINAL RIGHTS. ANDY WONG

’02 (RIGHT) SAYS THAT STUDYING PEACE HAS

GIVEN HIM THE “TOOLS TO UNDERSTAND THE

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL SITUATION.”
Please turn to page 86
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THE ART OFWAR
AND
PEACE

REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF THE ARTIST, COURTESY OF RONALD FELDMAN GALLERY

LEON GOLUB, CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN,

“VIETNAM III,” ACRYLIC ON LINEN, 1973.

IN THE 1960S, GOLUB DEPICTED HUMAN CONFLICT

THROUGH ROUGH-HEWN NUDE FIGURES, WHEREAS

HERE HE USES IMAGERY FROM THE VIETNAM WAR,

INJECTING REAL-LIFE EXPERIENCE INTO HIS

EXISTENTIAL STATEMENTS. THE TORN LOWER RIGHT

CORNER OF THIS CANVAS MAY BE CONSIDERED

PART OF THE VIOLENCE OF ITS CONTENT.
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James Kurth
P O L I T I C A L S C I E N C E

“The important task is for America to
advance a conception of justice that is
acceptable to the large majority of Muslims.”

Wedidn’t really have peace before Sept. 11,” says Claude C.
Smith Professor of Political Science James Kurth. “There
has long been conflict involving Islam and the West,

Arabs and Israelis, and the United States, through its support of
Israel and its presence in the Arab world.We merely had conflict
occurring in areas other than the United States. On Sept. 11, the
conflict came home.

“Such conflict is new to us but old and familiar to people in the
Middle East, South Asia, and even in Europe—all regions where

What is important for us to know about the

terrorist attacks and the U.S. response?

What might lead to peace? How are students

engaged in the issues now compared with before

Sept. 11? The Bulletin’s Alisa Giardinelli

spoke to faculty members from a range of

disciplines to find out.

While teaching at the U.S. Naval War College during 1983–85, Professor
James Kurth served as chairman of the Strategy and Campaign Depart-
ment of the Center for Naval Warfare Studies and as an adviser to the
Strategic Studies Group of the Chief of Naval War Operations. He is the
recipient of the Department of Navy Medal for Meritorious Civilian Serv-
ice, awarded for his contributions to maritime strategy.

Peace, Politics,
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conflict based on ethnic and religious differences is endemic. The
realistic goal is the minimization of violence and the maximization
of justice. As for ‘peace’—not in our time.”

Kurth, a senior fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute in
Philadelphia, has taught defense policy, foreign policy, and interna-
tional politics at Swarthmore since 1973. In his defense policy class
on the Thursday before Sept. 11, he and his students discussed what
were the most serious military threats faced by the United States.
“Of all those that we discussed, the students were most concerned
with the terrorist threat,” he says. “My own old-fashioned, 20th-
century view was that the most important threat would be China.”

That class’s next meeting was Tuesday at 9:55 a.m. Although the
decision to suspend classes that day was left to individual profes-
sors, and many did, Kurth felt compelled not to. “I thought it was
important to hold a class that took the events into account but
grounded the discussion in the material of the course,” he says.
“The students needed to have a way to grasp this terrible thing, and
holding the class was the responsible and professional thing to do.
[Otherwise,] they were left alone to watch the mindless, frightening
coverage on TV all afternoon and not have any guidance.”

Even on that Tuesday, they had a great discussion that naturally
flowed from the previous class. “It was a classroom setting, in which
we were engaged in systematic political analysis, and the students
rose to the challenge,” Kurth says. “They anticipated what would
become the big issues—can the military do anything effective? Can
we really know the sources of the attack? How do we address the
threat at home? Nothing was said that was refuted by subsequent
events, despite the obvious tensions and anxieties that the students
were experiencing.”

Kurth notes that “rising to the challenge” doesn’t mean that the
students all think alike. “They had contrasting opinions on the
major issues, such as U.S. policy toward Israel,” he says. “But they
are thoughtful, intelligent, and articulate in arriving at their under-
standings and judgments. I have a very high regard for my stu-
dents.”

In assessing the U.S. response, Kurth is not as forthcoming with
praise. “I believe there will always be a few Muslims in the Middle
East and South Asia who will reject any concept of justice emanat-
ing from the United States,” he says. “But the important task is for
America to advance a conception of justice that is acceptable to the

large majority of Muslims, to reach out to those whose views of
peace and justice are congruent with our own, and to marginalize
the extreme and violent Muslims whose views of justice will never
be congruent with ours. This is more important than dropping
bombs on Afghanistan, freezing financial assets, or beefing up secu-
rity at airports—some of which should be done but which will be
marginally effective.”

According to Kurth, any U.S. military action has to be evaluated
based on two criteria: morality and justice, as articulated in the long
tradition of just-war theory (JWT), and effectiveness, as represented
in the long tradition of strategic and military theory. In this case, he
says the two criteria more or less coincide.

“JWT has deep roots in both Christian and Islamic theology, and
there is also a secular version that is codified in international law,”
Kurth says. “It draws a sharp distinction between soldiers and civil-
ians as targets of military operations, and all forms condemn the
targeting of civilians in military action. Conversely, all forms permit
the targeting of military personnel and, by extension, the governing
leadership that gives orders to military personnel.”

In the context of Afghanistan, Kurth says, this permits the tar-
geting of bin Laden’s training camps as well as Taliban military
bases and government buildings. “But that’s about it,” he says. “As
it happens, these targets are not extensive in Afghanistan, so this
kind of limited use of force, particularly with air power, is not very
effective.”

More important, Kurth says targeting large numbers of civilians
or civilian buildings would not only violate JWT but, by enraging
and mobilizing many Muslims in the Middle East and South Asia,
would be just the opposite—counterproductive. “So using military
force in a way that violates JWT would be ineffective,” he says, “and
using it in a way that conforms to JWT would not do much harm
but would also not do much good. That suggests that most forms of
military action would have, at best, marginal value.”

As for freezing assets, Kurth says it might have worked in a peri-
od of relatively closed national economies and limited international
transactions. “That is, in the world that existed 50 years ago,” he
says. “But for the last generation, the United States has promoted
globalization of the international economy and the free movement
of capital transactions. It’s virtually impossible to freeze assets all
around the world, and even if we and our allies do, there are at least

and Justice
S W A R T H M O R E P R O F E S S O R S A D D R E S S I S S U E S

O F W A R A N D P E A C E .

By Al isa Giardinel l i
Photographs by Jim Graham



30 to 40 loosely regulated money-laundering havens around the
world that will still be in existence. Any freezing that can be done is
a good thing, but don’t expect much from it.”

Kurth is just as dismissive of new security measures at airports,
federal buildings, power plants, and along U.S. borders, equating
them with “the old French strategy of the Maginot Line,” designed
to prevent another German invasion of France as occurred in World
War I. “Indeed, it did do that,” he says. “The only problem was that
during World War II, the Germans went around the Maginot Line
and flew over it. The analogy is the idea that by beefing up security at
fixed points, we can prevent another disaster like Sept. 11. That
would be good. However, the most obvious thing for a terrorist to do
is to find a way to attack another kind of target for which we don’t
have a defense. Be it a biological attack in some city or a chemical
attack or an explosion in some tunnel, there’s always another way for
the offensive side to go around or over the static defenses of the
defensive side.”

Kurth warns that an effective response to the terrorist attacks
requires nothing less than a change in the country’s conception of
war. “In all the American wars of the 20th century, the central front
was a foreign front overseas, and the homefront was peripheral—
hardly a front at all,” he says. “In this first war of the 21st century, a
foreign front—in Afghanistan or somewhere else in the Middle East
or South Asia—will be peripheral. The central front will be the
homefront, and that cannot be defended with static defenses.”

According to Kurth, the principal focus in defending the home-
front should be on terrorists who are present in the United States.
“This requires detecting and detaining persons who are connected
with extremist Islamic organizations and who have already commit-
ted some kind of legal infraction, such as a violation of immigration
laws,” he says. “This group of people is not exactly the center of
gravity of the terrorist threat, but it is the vital link necessary for its
success. Conversely, the vast number of Americans who are law-
abiding citizens, and immigrants of Middle East or South Asian ori-
gin and of Islamic religion, should be embraced as sharing and par-
ticipating in the great American project of defending liberty and jus-
tice for all.”

Although it is inevitable that other attacks will be attempted,
Kurth says it is not a given they will work. “They may be aborted by
the government security agencies, such as the FBI or the CIA,” he
says. “After all, in the 1990s, there were more than a half-dozen
major terrorist attacks that were thwarted, including the plans to
blow up tunnels in New York, a dozen airliners over the Pacific, the
Seattle Space Needle during the millennium celebrations, and the
Los Angeles International Airport. Attacks may also encounter logis-
tical and technical difficulties in executing them.

“But although the attack may fail, it will be attempted, not just
once, but two, three, four times, or more,” Kurth says. “Americans
today should be planning how they will respond after the next attack
in a way what will be thoughtful and reasonable.”

Kurth admits that will be very difficult, given the current values
and priorities of most Americans. “These are the unnatural products
of a long era of domestic peace and security,” he says. “That era is
finished, however, and its priorities are now obsolete.”

Robin Wagner-Pacifici
S O C I O L O G Y

“Reporters have asked me, ‘when do we get
back to normal?’ It’s a revealing question.
What was normal? Would we want to go
back to it?”

Professor of Sociology Robin Wagner-Pacifici analyzes society’s response to
terrorist events. She spoke at the teach-in held on campus on Sept. 20:

Iwas asked to address how to make the event intelligible and how
to make it cohere,” she says. “While I understand the need for
that, I also feel we need to live with the incoherence of it for a

while. This obviously goes against people’s need to be oriented, and I
share that. But we’re still living in a state of disorientation.

“This got me thinking about what it means to be a witness. In
Latin, ‘witness’ has two meanings. One is a third party who observes
and gives testimony. The second refers to someone who survives an
event, who lived to bear witness and to bear the event in themselves.
Each positions you differently, but both suggest that you’re inside
and outside at the same time. How do you navigate that?

“Part of the decision to be a witness and to occupy this strange
territory is to have a voice or presence. That’s really hard because on
one level, you feel this deep humility in the face of tragic death. No
matter how much you study these things, you are always ignorant of
some respect. On the other hand, to decide—in the face of igno-
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“Conversations in my Power, Authority, and Conflict class are not
different in content but different in tone,” says Robin Wagner-Pacifici,
professor of sociology. “The issues have ceased to be theoretical and
intellectually interesting and are now really quite close to the bone.”
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rance—that ‘I have something to say’ is also hard. That requires a
certain arrogance. I hope that the humility and arrogance mesh into
some sense of responsibility—and thus the willingness and ability
to be a witness.

“So, of course—the historical context, the global politics
involved, what a war would mean for civil liberties—all are ab-
solutely important. But for me, what I could see and contribute is
more oblique.

“For example, I felt like, here’s a moment where our cultural
repertoire of altruism and egotism is revealed in really clear ways.
This moment—when we’re in a market system, pursuing the profit
motive and our own interests—is literally put in abeyance. In the
aftermath, these motives seemed not just irrelevant but profane.
There was an outpouring of altruism and of social services from all
over the country as people tried to have human-to-human contact.

“Where do our ‘normal’ ways of treating people re-emerge? One
is the airlines. Their immediate response was to lay off thousands of
workers. It’s a contrast between absolute, unsullied altruism and the
‘back-to-business-as-usual’ view. This was a moment where you
could see that.

“Reporters have asked me, ‘when do we get back to normal?’ It’s
a revealing question.What was normal? Would we want to go back
to it? If normal was a state of distraction, with virtual representa-
tions of conflicts as in movies, maybe it’s better that we pay atten-
tion to the world around us.

“There’s an interesting tension between attention and distrac-
tion. What determines attention? There is this acute emergency sit-
uation, but there are also many chronic problems, both on the glob-
al and national level. We have a hard time sustaining our attention
to those rather than to the acute. It’s an age-old question.

“So I’m also watching to see where normal gets repositioned.
Normal drags along certain assumptions—is it safe or dangerous?
Who’s a friend, or who’s a foe? Who’s inside, or who’s outside? It’s
important to watch where ‘normal’ is repositioned. Before we rush
into the future, and before we recoup the past, we should observe
the present and learn as much as we can from it.”!
Hugh Lacey
P H I L O S O P H Y

“Before we have peace, we have to be intoler-
ant of the fact that significant numbers of
people are living in misery.”

Professor of Philosophy Hugh Lacey warns against a U.S.
response that enters what he calls the “logic of the terror-
ists.” “The centerpiece of this logic is that any human life can

be dispensed with if it’s convenient to do so,” he says. “In war, it

would be the targeting of civilians or a high proportion of civilian
deaths. It is tantamount to hitting rock bottom—the most dehu-
manizing conception there is.”

Long interested in the ethics of war, Lacey gave a keynote
address in October at an international symposium on ethics and
politics in Brazil. He is not categorically against military action,
which he thinks is legitimate in appropriate conditions, but Lacey
says it is always subject to moral constraints.

“I want people to ask, is the response proportionate within
moral limits? It is not a narrowly ethical question,” he says. “If mili-
tary action goes beyond the moral limits, it is possible that the war
will expand and go on.”

But although Lacey supports a military response that does not
primarily target civilians, he does not believe it can bring peace.
“The best that can be achieved from military action,” he says, “is the
absence or elimination of past impediments to peace.”

He also acknowledges that human perfection in military target-
ing is impossible. “Any time there are acts of war, there are bound to
be innocent lives lost,” he says. “The problem is when it’s a tactic of

war or is disproportionate to overall casualties.”
Lacey got a close look at the effects of such tactics when he stud-

ied and taught in Central America in the late 1980s. He took a spe-
cial interest in the struggles in El Salvador and co-edited with Pro-
fessor of Spanish John Hassett a posthumous collection of essays by
Jesuit priests who had been murdered by the Salvadoran army. His
vision of peace was deeply affected by his experiences there and now
extends far beyond the present conflict.

“I don’t think we can expect a lasting peace while we have enor-
mous disparities of wealth in the world,” Lacey says. “I don’t think
democracy can flourish when vast bodies are impoverished, and
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Although his primary field is the philosophy of science, Lacey also has a
strong interest in liberation theology, which developed in Central America
and is focused on the liberation of poor people from the structures of
oppression. He says talk of the terrorism threat has not entered his class-
room. “If anything, I think it’s strangely underdiscussed,” he says. “At the
time of the Central America issues, there was more public discussion.”
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small bodies are in control. My image of peace is very much con-
nected to the classic virtues of sharing, compassion, and mercy and
implementing them at the personal, community, and perhaps even
at the national and international levels. Before we have peace, we
have to be intolerant of the fact that significant numbers of people
are living in misery.”

Lacey is quick to add that he does not consider Osama bin Laden
as part of this vision. “I don’t think for one minute he gives a damn
about the poor of the world,” he says. “He’s not in some perverted
way on the side of peace and justice. His actions show a complete
disregard for human life.”

Still, Lacey says that only by founding our decisions on the
virtues of compassion and mercy can inequalities start to be
addressed. “I would certainly prefer that American policy build itself
around developing democracy in a deep, rich way rather than devel-
oping it in a way that is dependent on the economic interests of
North America itself,” he says. “Alternative policies could make a
difference, although not by the next election or even by the next
decade. These transformations would take decades to implement.”

For an example, Lacey points to the considerable U.S. support of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). “In many countries, the
IMF puts conditions on governments in order for them to get loans
and debt relief,” he says. “Those conditions usually require less gov-
ernment spending, which means less spending on health care and
education. These are policies that are directly detrimental to the
needs of people in these countries and to prospects for democracy,
yet they make sense for a financial organization interested in bal-
ancing its books. It’s more important to develop the needs of the
people than it is to balance the books.”

Discouraged by recent events, Lacey says we cannot have illu-
sions: “It’s important to struggle for possibilities that may seem dim
because those are the possibilities that are worthwhile.”!
Raymond Hopkins
P O L I T I C A L S C I E N C E

“Changing the way the world works is the
only sure way to expose and stop terrorism.”

Making the destruction of Osama bin Laden and his net-
work the symbol of victory trivializes and misunderstands
the duration and depth of the terrorist threat, says

Richter Professor of Political Science Raymond Hopkins. “At best,
that’s a minor, first part of what must be done,” he says. “It’s easy to
simplify the enemy as a few people who need to be crushed. But
defining victory as militarily ‘getting’ one group will leave an institu-
tional vacuum that breeds terrorism.”

Hopkins also faults President Bush for characterizing the terror-
ists as practitioners of “a fringe form of Islamic extremism” and
ignoring how terrorism is tied to many religious traditions. “Terror-
ist tactics have become so dangerous because of the vulnerability of

our modern, cooperative world,” he says. “For America to see our
sole danger as arising from Middle East extremism would be a hor-
rific mistake. Unless we create institutions to strengthen interna-
tional justice, people worldwide will remain vulnerable to it long
after military retaliation.”

An authority on world food security, Hopkins has written on
global policy issues since the 1970s. By focusing on military action
in Afghanistan, he says, U.S. policy decisions are wrongly founded
on military, not legal doctrine. “I would instead assign the task of
finding and defeating ‘every terrorist group of global reach,’ as Bush
has proclaimed it, to the attorneys general of the world, not the U.S.
joint chiefs,” he says. “I would tell the CIA and Defense Department
to cooperate fully in stopping criminals, but the initiative to end
international terrorism has to be shaped by the doctrines of law.”

Hopkins also notes that societal changes have outpaced institu-
tions of security. “Globalization is to blame,” he says. “Modern tech-
nology and global interdependence enable a few to destroy many.
Changing the way the world works is the only sure way to expose
and stop terrorism, especially if we want to preserve the freedoms
we espouse and prevent further backlash against America and its
military. State building is the central task for fighting terrorism.”

According to Hopkins, this process is already under way, as evi-
denced by the changing definition of nation-state. “We talk about
Afghanistan as if it were a real state; this conventional reference dis-
guises underlying complexity,” he says. “Little, if any, legitimate gov-
ernment exists in that area, so referring to ‘Afghanistan’ as some
national unit in the world invites a picture that there is a coherent
entity with whom we are at war. That perspective is misleading.
Although it is easy to think in such terms, we have to make a more
sophisticated distinction between states we respect, states we sus-
pect, and states we think don’t exist. President Bush correctly dis-
tinguishes the Taliban regime as a nonstate, which allows us to feel
generous toward the Afghan people as a group, while making war on
some residents in that geographic area.”

This change in perspective, Hopkins says, can lead to a more
“behavioral definition” of the long-established concept. “A ‘state’ is
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An authority on world food security, Hopkins has written on global policy
issues since the 1970s. His chapter, “Political Economy of Foreign Aid,”
appears in Foreign Aid and Development: Lessons Learned and
Directions for the Future (Routledge, 2000).



a term that captures the essence of a people’s capacity to govern
themselves and deal with others as a legal entity,” he says. “Where
the entity is more fictitious than real, and where ‘rulers’ are tribal
and predatory, we shouldn’t dignify organizations by treating them
like a state.”

Consequently, populations in these areas should live under the
transitional protection of U.N.-organized supervision, “as in Koso-
vo, Sierra Leone, the Congo, and once the military action has
ended, in Afghanistan,” Hopkins says. “The aim is not to reinvent
colonialism but to establish an alternative to letting internal strug-
gles and hatreds seep into global terrorism.”!
Mark Kuperberg
E C O N O M I C S

“Even pacifists have to pick their fights....
This is not your Daddy’s Vietnam War.”

Ibelieve that to blame globalization for these attacks—that they
are somehow payback—is totally ridiculous,” says Professor of
Economics Mark Kuperberg. “The workings of the global econ-

omy and of the global economic institutions like the World Bank,
the IMF, and the World Trade Organization clearly have nothing to
do with the concerns of the militants who perpetrated the terrorist
attacks.”

Although not an ardent flag waver, Kuperberg says he was also
surprised, especially in light of current events, by the reactions of
some students and faculty members and the lack of views favorable

to the United States. “There are people who insist that unless the
country is completely pure, then it is not worth supporting," he
says. “This is as ridiculous as ‘my country right or wrong.'"

Kuperberg, an expert in macroeconomics who has taught at
Swarthmore for more than 20 years, co-edited the anthology Law,
Economics, and Philosophy (Rowman & Littlefield, 1983) with
then–Associate Professor of Political Science Charles Beitz. He says
people do not understand that international trade enriches more
than the United States.

“At the most fundamental level, it is wrong to believe that if the
United States benefits from the global economy, then other nations
must necessarily be hurt,” he says. “This is the single most misun-
derstood idea in economics. Subsectors within a country can be
hurt by trade while other sectors are helped, but this is as true for
the United States as it is for any other country.”

But if globalization means an “emerging world culture,” then it
probably has had some effect on the “radical Islamicists,” he says,
“because they view that culture as seductive and sinful. But Holly-
wood, Bollywood, or anywhere movies are made is more to blame
for this than the IMF or the World Bank.”

Kuperberg sympathizes with the view that “the only way to stop
the cycle of violence is for you to stop,” he says. “But the idea that
we should send police and not military is nuts—a nonsolution. It
would be nice if you could bring them to justice, but it’s utopian
and clearly not going to work.”

Instead, Kuperberg suggests a harsh stance for the United
States and its allies to take. “We may have to depose the Taliban,”
he says. “They may have to disappear, especially if they’re unwilling
to squash terrorists in their own country. I think you have to earn
your right to sovereignty. If you harbor terrorists that interfere with
others, then you lose that right.”

Although Kuperberg dismisses the metaphor of Pearl Harbor, he
says the larger but imperfect comparison with World War II is still
useful. In the handling of Germany and Japan after that war,
Kuperberg finds a successful model for occupying a country, rewrit-
ing its constitution, and rebuilding it. But it comes with a price.

“It’s hard to know how much to interfere with another country,”
he says. “In the past, we’ve treated these extremists like children
having a tantrum—ignore them, and they will stop. But they
should be treated like mature, responsible people: If you do some-
thing bad, there are consequences.”

Ultimately, Kuperberg believes the only long-term solution is to
stop terrorism at its source. “I think terrorists are generated inter-
nally, which is why the only solution is for societies to stop generat-
ing them,” he says. “This can happen by a combination of alleviat-
ing legitimate grievances and suppressing radical elements who
cannot be reasoned with.”

Ever the fan of the marketplace of ideas, Kuperberg notes that
pacifists are always the minority, never the mainstream. “It’s one
thing to be a conscientious objector,” he says. “But even pacifists
have to pick their fights. Especially at Swarthmore, there’s a roman-
ticization among some of the Vietnam protest era, and I under-
stand that. But that’s not a way to appreciate this problem. This is
not your Daddy’s Vietnam War.”
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then it is not worth supporting," says Professor of Economics Mark
Kuperberg. “This is as ridiculous as ‘my country right or wrong.'"
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Stephen Bensch
H I S T O R Y

“Even if we do dismantle Al Qaeda, it’s one
head on the Hydra.”

The radical wheel of Islam is very new, but it’s pressing on
structures of Islamic society that go way back,” says Profes-
sor of History Stephen Bensch. “That’s what’s perplexing

and hard for us to understand. This is not a medieval culture, and
Osama bin Laden is not a medieval figure. His attacks are not low-
tech—and neither is Al Qaeda. Its more general definition is foun-
dation, but it can also mean database. It’s very modern, and some-
thing we should be scared about.”

Although he began as a Western medievalist with a focus on
France and Spain, Bensch branched out across the Mediterranean
and now also teaches medieval Islam. He does not believe an
understanding of the present conflict is possible without an under-
standing of Islam’s cultural emergence.

“First, Islam’s growth into a global religion has been going on
since its inception,” Bensch says. “From the very beginning,Mus-
lims had to deal with Christian and Jewish majorities and [had to]
build on those populations. So ‘globalization’ is not new.”

Also important is the nature of power in Islamic societies where,
according to Bensch, governmental leadership and moral leader-
ship have historically taken very different paths. “There is tension,
as there was in the 8th century, and Islam feels this pull,” he says.
“Governing groups have tended to be cosmopolitan and worldly,
while the religious scholars have been the moral leaders. In these
societies, modern political regimes have had difficulty gaining the
moral high ground.”

As a result, Bensch says calls once made for Arab socialism or
nationalism are now more “Islam based” because of frustrations,
not entirely unreasonable, with modern governments. “We expect
our governments to have a moral quality, right? We get upset when
our government officials fail to act for the general welfare,” he says.

But Bensch is quick to note that radical fundamentalism,
although it developed in the 1960s and 1970s, is not due to fears of
modernity alone. “The internal tensions in the region go much
deeper than that,” he says. “They’re imbedded in Islamic societies.
You could express it with an image of a [person with] computer
mouse or wine glass in one hand and the Quran in the other.”

As for the U.S. response, Bensch cautiously endorses it but
notes trouble still looms. “The United States has a moral impera-
tive to act,” he says. “There’s a Dylan song, ‘sometimes Satan comes
as a man of peace,’ and so far, I think we’ve acted wisely. But, in 10
years, are we going to have in Pakistan a fundamentalist govern-
ment with an atom bomb? Long after bin Laden is tracked down
and killed, there will be others like him. Even if we do dismantle
Al Qaeda, it’s one head on the Hydra.”

To help counter this threat, Bensch looks to Muslim popula-
tions in the West to take a stand, albeit a difficult one. “They
should speak out strongly against these acts,” he says. “In the Con-
stitution of Medina [a fundamental document in the Islamic tradi-

tion], Muhammad said, ‘no believer for the sake of a nonbeliever
shall harm another believer.’ That’s an important restriction. But
the image of a Muslim holding a Quran and denouncing Osama to
the skies is not the first image that comes to mind.”

Bensch acknowledges that at Swarthmore and elsewhere, “the
first reaction was that this is not true of all Muslims and that this
is not Islam at all,” he says. “But many Muslims do think Osama
has something profound to say, so it’s important for Muslim com-
munities in the West to stand up and make their voices heard. It’s
unclear whether this will happen.”

Even if it does, Bensch says any positive effects will not be felt
for some time. “I’m thinking over several generations,” he says.
“Islamic societies move between two social and cultural poles—one
cosmopolitan and inclusive, the other pietistic and exclusive—and
they can shift easily and dangerously. This is a deep, structural con-
flict that’s been going on for a long time. I’m not sure peace is any-
where near at hand.” !
Farha Ghannam
A N T H R O P O L O G Y

“It is important to support genuine demo-
cratic changes in the region.... The purpose
should be to seek justice, not revenge.”

Idon’t think many non-Muslim Americans realize the dilemmas
that Muslims in the United States face,” says Assistant Profes-
sor of Anthropology Farha Ghannam, a Palestinian who grew

up in Jordan. “Muslims share the pain of their fellow Americans in
seeing the towers collapse and seeing so many innocent people die,
but they also have to struggle to make sense out of these attacks,
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Professor Stephen Bensch’s most recent research examines the formation
of Catalan nobility and Mediterranean expansion, including the occupa-
tion of Islamic Mallorca.



which are being justified by their religion. You can’t measure pain,
but in some way, the pain is doubled in the case of Muslims who
live here.”

For Ghannam, this feeling was personally true. In the first two
weeks after Sept. 11, she found it difficult to even talk about the
attacks. “I was too emotionally upset,” she says, “not only because
my heart bleeds for the victims and their families, but to have peo-
ple use your religion and culture to justify their acts—it makes it
really hard.”

Ghannam, who has been in the United States since 1989,
earned a Ph.D. in Texas but did her fieldwork in Egypt. “I feel like I
belong in both cultures,” she says, and these dual loyalties present
challenges.

“It’s very hard for me to deal with this issue, but as social scien-
tists, our task is to try to understand cultural practices and why
people do what they do,” she says. “This in no way legitimizes cer-

tain acts. Rather, it is essential to understand the historical context
that shapes people’s views, practices, and beliefs.”

To its credit, Ghannam points to how open Islam is to different
interpretations. “For instance, the notion of ‘jihad’ is very much
contested and has many meanings,” she says. “It comes from ‘to
exert oneself,’ to struggle against the self and your desires in order
to be closer to God and overcome your weaknesses. Yes, it also indi-
cates the use of force to defend the Muslim community, but even
on that, you would find that religious experts disagree.”

Until recently, Ghannam says that the United States was viewed
as a relatively fair player in the Middle East. “Many there hoped it
would bring positive changes to the region, but unlike their par-
ents, who experienced colonization under the British and French,
the new, younger generation believes that United States policies are
unfair,” she says. “They look at situations such as the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict and the situation in Iraq and think that America is

using a double standard. That is, why would the United States be
so quick in bombing Iraq while allowing the Palestinians to suffer
for more than 35 years?”

Ghannam also says that many in the Middle East condemn U.S.
support of oppressive regimes, such as Saudi Arabia, where it has
troops. “Many young people believe that these regimes continue to
rule only because they are supported by the Americans, and that
challenging the United States is the only way to change local reali-
ties,” she says. “Saudi Arabia is where the most places sacred to
Muslims are located. This is partly why some in the Muslim world
may be sympathetic to bin Laden’s views.”

Although she knows some think war is, or should be, the only
option, Ghannam believes it will not work. “I’m not at all saying
the United States deserves this,” she says. “And I have no sympathy
whatsoever for the Taliban. They have been oppressing women,
minorities, and almost everyone in Afghanistan. But I worry about
the innocent civilians who may be killed and displaced because of a
new war. I am afraid the situation in Iraq—where Saddam Hussein
is still alive and well while hundreds of thousands have died—will
be repeated. I also do not want bin Laden to become a legend or
hero that some young Muslims may aspire to imitate. Let’s be care-
ful now because we may face the outcome tomorrow.”

Ghannam says the solution ultimately lies in changing U.S.
policies in the Middle East, especially because many people there
support the United States overall.

“It is not a clash between the West and the East or between two
different civilizations,” she says. “Judging from my own work in
Egypt, people are fascinated by the United States and its technolo-
gy and power. So it is important to support genuine democratic
changes in the region and not certain, oppressive regimes because
‘they are our friends.’ I also believe that we should support the role
of international bodies such as the United Nations in finding solu-
tions for such conflicts. The purpose should be to seek justice, not
revenge.”

In coping with these difficult issues, Ghannam’s classes this year
are especially timely. “It’s been sad, but also interesting, to teach
during this time,” she says. “For instance, in Cultures of the Mid-
dle East, the day before the attack we discussed orientalism and ‘is
Islam violent?’ The first class after the attacks, it was very hard for
me to be there and talk about it. But the students kept posing very
important questions—why are people doing this? What’s motivat-
ing them? What are the economic and political contexts that pro-
duce these acts?”

Ghannam credits the students with asking those key questions,
which encouraged her to look back at her own research. “I feel very
fortunate to teach here at Swarthmore,” she says. “Not only are my
colleagues very supportive, but the students are very sophisticated
and aware that they shouldn’t homogenize all Arabs and Muslims.”

Beyond class, Ghannam says her interactions with students are
helping her personally. “It’s refreshing and important for me to see
their reactions to what the president and others say,” she says.
“Their reactions make me hopeful that they’re a generation that
understands power and inequality and that has a different under-
standing of resolving conflict. In the future, they will make a differ-
ence in how we’ll relate to all countries and cultures, not just those
in the Middle East.”T
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This spring, Assistant Professor of Sociology Farha Ghannam will teach a
new seminar, Culture, Power, and Islam, with Associate Professor of
Anthropology Bruce Grant. Her other interests include globalization and
culture; cities, spaces, and power; and sexuality and gender in Islam.
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KOBAYASHI KIYOCHIKA, JAPANESE, “ILLUSTRATION OF THE FALL OF YUNGANMEN AT

JINZHOUCHENG—SUPERIOR PRIVATE ONOGUCHI TOKUJI,” WOODBLOCK PRINT, INK AND

COLOR ON PAPER, 1895. DESIGNED AS SENSATIONAL WAR ART/JOURNALISM, THIS PRINT

DEPICTS THE USE OF MODERN WEAPONS BY JAPANESE TROOPS IN THE SINO-JAPANESE WAR

OF 1894–95, FOUGHT OVER THE CONTROL OF KOREA. DURING THE MEIJI ERA, BEGUN IN

1867, JAPAN RAPIDLY ACQUIRED MILITARY TECHNOLOGY FROM THE WEST.
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TOWARD
A NEW
FOREIGN
POLICY
By Thompson Bradley

Immediately after the attacks on Sept. 11,
Americans struggled to understand
what had happened and sought ways to

mourn and honor the victims and their fall-
en rescuers. All too soon, however, there
came loud cries from the president, his cabi-
net, and various self-appointed leaders for
“revenge,” “war,” a “crusade” to retaliate for
the affront to “our national honor.” Signs
appeared everywhere proclaiming (or were
they demanding?) “God Bless America.”
Some individuals took up the call for re-
venge, desecrating mosques and attacking
suspected Arabs.

Were these appropriate responses? The
answer is yes—if the purpose was to punish
someone, anyone, not even necessarily the
terrorists, and if it were believed that the
United States alone was harmed. Yet we
know that many of the victims were not
U.S. citizens but from as many as 100 dif-
ferent countries. Across the globe, nations
felt the shock deeply, emotionally, and eco-
nomically. What happened was not about
American honor alone, and we are hardly
the only ones who suffered. The response
cannot be solely ours.

The reaction of anger and self-pity—the
cheapest of human emotions—almost
invariably leads to feelings of hatred and
vengefulness that can only perpetuate the
chain of violence.Military action cannot
discriminate between the innocent and the
enemy. There is no such thing as a “preci-
sion” bomb or a “surgical” strike, as the
death of four U.N. workers on the first day
of the air strikes and hundreds of innocent
civilians in subsequent raids amply demon-
strates. War is the very crudest of responses
and reflects the utter failure of imagination
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Peace
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and intelligence in foreign poli-
cy. Our government has chosen
the path of war. The cycle of
poverty, inequality, and hatred
will grow worse. Terrorist recruit-
ing will flourish in the after-
math.

If we care about the causes
and not merely the effects of ter-
rorism, then a response is
required that is fundamentally
different from military mobiliza-
tion and war. As a start, we
should be seeking allies and not
enemies. It is not good enough
to contract cynical short-term
alliances with the enemies of our
enemy, as we have in the past—
not if we want a true change in
the terrorist climate.

We need to understand the
Sept. 11 attacks as a crime, not an
act of war. Accordingly, we
should act in concert with all
nations committed to the rule of
law through the International
Criminal Court to bring the
planners and perpetrators to jus-
tice before it. Furthermore, the United
States should undertake a fundamental shift
in its foreign policy toward building peace
through justice, equality, and democracy in
all nations and toward addressing the eco-
nomic and social inequality in the world and
the widespread suffering, despair, and ran-
cor, which breed and nurture terrorism.

Our decades-long course of military
intervention and economic intimidation
and domination cannot root out the causes
of anti-American hatred.What is called for
is an international commitment to convert
the vast revenues devoted at present to
nuclear weapons, the international arms
trade, and the military into sustained inter-
national aid under the aegis of the United
Nations (UN). The food packages being
dropped on Afghanistan with our bombs are
too little and very late; they were needed in
1989 and later. (We might also wonder who
in Afghanistan today would trust the “gifts”
of a nation that is bombing them.) For the
very long term, massive international aid is
needed (again, through the UN) for sustain-
able and locally controlled development in
the world’s poorest countries, combined
with a commitment to appropriate technol-

ogy and protection of
the environment.

I end with some
words about patriot-
ism, dissent, and civil
liberties. The view
abroad now—never far
from the surface—is
that criticism of U.S.
policy, past or present,
and any other dissent
is unpatriotic. If our
freedom and civil liber-
ties mean anything,
this position is serious-
ly misguided and
flawed—more danger-
ous, possibly, in its
long-term conse-
quences than the
September attacks. The
freedom we claim to
cherish derives from
the guarantee of critical
dissent. We dare not
permit the suppression
of that freedom, nor
allow Congress to

erode our civil liberties in the name of some
higher need.

I know that some on the left have said
that the attacks were the “blowback” from
years of arrogant U.S. foreign and military
policy and that we “have reaped what we
had sown.” This is perhaps untimely and
insensitive, but it is not unpatriotic or trai-
torous, as has been suggested. Nor, in my
view, is it by any means wrong. The real task
remains to forge a new creative, just interna-
tional policy. Without dissent and criticism,
we never will come close.

SECURITY
THROUGH
STRENGTH
By Wi l l iam Carpenter ’64

Isomewhat surprised myself by accept-
ing, after all these years, an invitation
to complete another “homework”

assignment from Swarthmore. The request

that I write for this issue of the Bulletin
brought back vivid memories—long forgot-
ten—of relentless pressure to meet due
dates and guilt about procrastination.
Nevertheless, my interest, involvement, and
concern about national defense issues and
the events of Sept. 11 persuaded me to
accept.

Since finishing at Swarthmore and grad-
uate school, I have worked for Hughes
Aircraft, now part of Raytheon Co., develop-
ing missiles and weapon systems for the
military. My current work involves manag-
ing Raytheon’s ballistic missile defense
activities, which includes part of the nation-
al missile shield program that has been the
subject of considerable controversy in the
past year.

I am an advocate for maintaining a
strong military, which I believe is necessary
to achieve and maintain peace and security
for our population. Given the acts of Sept.
11, military might is clearly not sufficient to
achieve these ends; yet it is unpleasant to
contemplate the situation we face today
without the ability to respond quickly with
overwhelming force. Being strong militarily
prevents enemies from easily denying us the
exercise of the political, religious, and eco-
nomic freedoms we have come to take for
granted in this country. It also gives us the
ability to help our allies around the world
protect themselves from aggression and to
engage in peacekeeping missions when
intolerable situations such as Kosovo arise. I
believe that in recent years we have used our
overwhelming military strength in a
restrained and responsible way, building
coalitions and engaging the United Nations,
NATO, and a variety of other allies before
embarking on military ventures.

The U.S. military response to the terror-
ist attacks so far has been conventional. The
Air Force and Navy have used their arsenal
of sophisticated weapons to obliterate the
meager air defenses of Afghanistan and
have destroyed anything on the ground
believed to be of military value. At this writ-
ing in late October, the next step is military
support to the internal opposition forces in
their quest to defeat the Taliban and air sup-
port for our special forces as they search for
the terrorists. The anticipated end result is
the destruction and replacement of the
Taliban government and the capture or
killing of most of the terrorists in
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Afghanistan. Once this is
accomplished, we may deal mil-
itarily or politically with other
countries that we deem to har-
bor or aid and abet terrorist
organizations.

Given the horrific results of
the attacks on New York and
Washington, D.C., our military
responses are appropriate and
necessary. Anything less would
be construed as weakness to be
exploited by the terrorists with
further acts of terror. Our mili-
tary actions alone are not suffi-
cient to stop these groups from
perpetrating further acts of ter-
ror; coupled with coalition
building for a long fight, a
relentless pursuit of the terror-
ists and their infrastructure
throughout the world, and
enhanced domestic security
measures, we should greatly

reduce the frequency
and severity of future
attacks. In parallel,
political action to allevi-
ate the root causes of
the great anger that we
have engendered in
these groups must pro-
ceed.

In the not too dis-
tant future, there is
another threat to our
population that is mate-
rializing, against which
we are completely de-
fenseless, even if we
were to achieve perfect
domestic security. Bal-
listic missiles capable of
reaching the mainland
of the United States
from anywhere in the
world are under devel-
opment by several coun-
tries that are, to varying
degrees, hostile to us,

including North Korea, Iran, and Iraq.
Nuclear weapons are proliferating, with
Pakistan, which helped put the Taliban in
power in Afghanistan, being the latest coun-
try to join the “nuclear club.” Iran, Iraq, and
North Korea are probably working on their
own weapons of mass destruction. I do not
doubt that if the terrorists who are allied
with the Taliban had nuclear weapons and
the means of delivering them, we would be
looking today at a situation far more horrific
than Sept. 11.

A defensive shield against such missile
attacks is currently in development and has
been the subject of much debate in the past
year. My work on this system—and two suc-
cessful tests—have convinced me that this
system will work and can be deployed on a
schedule consistent with the advent of the
threat. I believe we must develop and deploy
an antimissile system or we will leave our-
selves vulnerable to blackmail and possible
attack on a scale too painful to imagine.

In summary, we must maintain a strong
defense because dealing with an astute,
determined, possibly fanatical adversary
from a position of weakness will never yield
satisfactory results and may often prove
disastrous.

NONVIOLENCE
OR
NONEXISTENCE
By John Schuchardt ’61

Asa small-town lad from Illinois, I
recall being startled in a campus con-
versation by the strange words “con-

scientious objector." When I attended
Swarthmore in the late 1950s, it didn’t make
sense to me, and I resented the privilege by
which students could avoid the draft and
“serving their country" by educational defer-
ment. So, in 1960, I volunteered to join the
Marine Corps.

It was at Swarthmore Friends Meeting
that I first attempted to listen to silence. But
I was extroverted and both overly confident
and deeply insecure; it would be 10 more
years—after our collective trauma of the
Vietnam War and the assassinations, after
marriage, fatherhood, divorce, grief, six years
of physical pain and sleeplessness—that I
was led (or driven) by the Spirit to listen, to
urgently search for grounding in the deepest
realities.

Also at Friends Meeting, I first heard
described the unimaginable and cataclysmic
destructive force of thermonuclear weapons.
But my major was political science, and I
was swayed by the enthusiasm with which
my favorite professor, Kenneth Waltz, intro-
duced us to the brilliant, murderous abstrac-
tions of Henry Kissinger. He stumped us all
with the question of how to prevent “nuclear
blackmail" and provided, with relish, the
answer we couldn’t come up with: “Harden-
ed missile silos!" Neither at the University
of Chicago Law School were we taught that
nuclear weapons were categorically criminal
and genocidal. Educational institutions
teach the evils of German and Japanese ter-
ror bombing of civilian populations during
World War II, but do they also teach the
dirty secrets of the “political science” of
Allied extermination bombing of nearly
every city in Germany and Japan or of
today’s U.S. Space Command strategy of
“Global Full-Spectrum Dominance”?

The U.S. “Number Oneness" boasts its
wealth, power, and technological genius
without the shock of recognition that all
three are marks of injustice, biblical sin, and
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moral failure. Like the violent
culture in which it is a leading
institution, Swarthmore College
appears to be morally paralyzed
and imaginatively blinded; thus
far, I am not aware of the Col-
lege giving any leadership
against war and inevitable fur-
ther nuclear cataclysms, al-
though the latent potential of
the Peace Collection is limitless.

Einstein said, “With the
splitting of the atom, everything
in the world has changed except
our way of thinking. Thus we
drift towards unparallleled
catastrophe.” If the College
were to address human survival
in the nuclear age with urgent
seriousness, wouldn’t Einstein’s
statement provide the basis for
a four-year course of study?

But as Martin Luther King
Jr. said, “There can be no great
disappointment where there is
not also great love." My conviction that the
College community in the nuclear age has
been asleep in a time of conflagration has
not diminished my affection nor my grati-
tude for Swarthmore's enormous generosity
to me and to my son, Read ’93. The integrity

and human warmth of
men and women like
Gilmore Stott, Barbara
Pearson Lange Godfrey
’31, Robert Cross, Susan
Pearson, Courtney
Smith, and Bob Barr
’56—who reached out
to a frightened Mid-
western youth, and, five
years later, to a shaken,
anguished Marine who
had refused further par-
ticipation in the mili-
tary—were life-forming,
life-redeeming gifts.
Sept. 11: “The un-

imaginable has hap-
pened.” Although these
events were shocking,
traumatizing, horrify-
ing, and beyond any
words; they were, in
truth, far from unimag-
inable. These acts were

just a tremor of what our economy, foreign
policy, and false hopes are built upon. Dr.
Robert Jay Lifton, author of History and
Human Survival, asserts that “psychic numb-
ing" has paralyzed both the imagination of
what we are doing and the imagination of

alternatives. We are far
down the road of
nuclear proliferation,
despite countless
“watchmen on the
wall"—doctors, scien-
tists, former presidents,
religious leaders, gener-
als, and a whole range
of insiders and out-
siders—documenting
nuclear abolition as the
only alternative to
Armageddon.
Sept. 11: “It’s our

worst nightmare.” Have
we forgotten the nuclear
nightmares our children

have been having these past 50 years? Have
we forgotten the living nightmares of the
survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki? Are
we deaf to the Hibakusha, survivors of the
Hiroshima bombing, who have been plead-
ing with tears, “Do not suffer as we have
suffered"?

The logical and inevitable next step to
the enormous tragedy of today will make
Sept. 11 appear tiny by comparison. Having
gone to Yugoslavia during the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization blitzkrieg and
twice to Iraq after what a United Nations
observer team called the “near apocalyptic
destruction" of the Gulf War, I know that
even the ongoing non-nuclear attack on
Afghanistan (the Space Command’s Sunday
Slaughter) will dwarf the ruthless cruelty of
the murder of thousands on Sept. 11.

With enough nuclear weapons in sea,
land, and air to undo the works of Genesis,
there is no greater terror on earth, no
greater curse upon humanity, no greater
crime nor evil, than United States’ Nuclear
First-Strike Policy threatening genocide
anywhere and everywhere. The fate of the
Earth remains our responsibility.

Sept. 11 was yet another shaking revela-
tion of the interdependent structure of real-
ity. In the words of Ghandi, “Unless the
world adopts nonviolence, it will spell cer-
tain suicide for humankind.” Oct. 7, the day
the U.S. retaliated in Afghanistan, was yet
another step toward that suicide.

TRUTH OR
CONSEQUENCES
By Wi l l iam Saletan ’87

Why do they hate us? Many people
asked this question about the ter-
rorists who struck the Pentagon

and the World Trade Center on Sept. 11. At
first, the question was raised simply to make
sense of the tragedy. Then the question was
posed for investigative reasons, to under-
stand who was involved in the crime and
what they might do next. Soon, its purpose
changed again. Commentators began to
wonder how we made the terrorists angry
enough to hurt us and how we might
change our behavior to avoid further
attacks.

These writers don’t exactly fault the
United States. They simply argue that the
attacks were a consequence of American
behavior. “The suicide attacks in Israel—
and now in the United States—are reac-
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TheCollege has announced a new pro-
gram that offers alumni and other
adults the opportunity for thought-

ful, in-depth study. The program, developed
and directed by Professor Gilbert Rose, the
Susan Lippincott Professor of Modern and
Classical Languages, is uniquely structured
to provide the intense, participatory study
that is a hallmark of Swarthmore.

“There is a common wish among alumni
to return to Swarthmore and to continue to
explore the life of the mind,” said Lisa Lee
’81, director of alumni relations. “If you’ve
missed the excitement of seminar-style dis-
cussion led by an expert in the field, this is
your chance to get back into the liberal arts,
Swarthmore style.”

Features of the program include courses
offered in each of the three divisions of the
College—humanities, social sciences, natu-
ral sciences/engineering; courses taught by

senior tenured faculty or emeriti faculty; the
opportunity for one-on-one interaction with
a faculty member through writing a research
paper as part of each course; participative,
seminar-style classes; learning for the sake
of learning: no grades, no academic credit.

The following courses are planned for
winter 2002: Aristotle, Galileo, and Ein-
stein: Space-Time, Gravity, and Black Holes,
taught by Professor of Physics John Boccio;
Homeric Models of Heroism, taught by Pro-
fessor Gil Rose; America in the Aftermath of
Sept. 11, taught by Howard M. and Charles F.
Jenkins Professor of Quaker History and
Research and Director of Friends Historical
Library Jerry Frost; Professor of Economics
Mark Kuperberg; Claude C. Smith Professor
of Political Science James Kurth; and Profes-
sor of Political Science Rick Valelly ’75.

A brochure describing the program was
mailed to Philadelphia-area alumni in early

December. For more information, please
contact the Alumni Office at (610) 328-
8402.
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TheAlumni Council was extremely busy at its fall meeting,
Oct. 19–21.Much of its work centered on defining the Coun-
cil’s vision and communicating that vision to alumni. Coun-

cil members discussed whether and to what extent the alumni com-
munity is aware of the role and function of the Council and how
best to serve the needs and interests of the alumni as they relate to
the College. In typical Swarthmore fashion, conversation was spirit-
ed and far-reaching and culminated in many good suggestions for
the Council to consider.

A key goal of the Alumni Council’s Executive Committee for this
year is strengthening the relationship between the Alumni Council
and the Board of Managers. To support this goal, Alumni Managers
Catherine Good Abbott ’72 and Alan Symonette ’76 shared some of
the Board’s projects for the year, focusing particularly on the newly
created ad hoc Committee on Athletics.

Council also heard from Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid
Jim Bock ’90, who reviewed the admissions process, a theme always
of interest to alumni. Jim discussed the Admissions Office goals
and challenges in choosing the Class of 2006—and beyond.

Following the general session, the Council’s three working
groups forged ahead on their agendas for the year. Here are some of
the highlights of the initiatives being implemented by the groups.

The Student SupportWorking Group is collaborating with
Cynthia Graae ’62, national chair of the extern program, and several
city team leaders as they organize and implement this year’s extern
program,which gives students the chance to have firsthand experi-

ences at the workplaces of alumni. This year, the number of interest-
ed students has skyrocketed, and it promises to be an exciting year
for the extern program. The working group is also teaming with
Professor of Anthropology Steven Piker, who serves as the College’s
foreign study adviser, to encourage interaction between students on
foreign study programs and alumni living in their host countries.
The group has worked extensively with Piker and others since the
meeting and has already contacted alumni in the countries in which
students will be studying this spring. The working group continues
to explore opportunities to expose students to alumni in various
careers through panel discussions and other networking experi-
ences.

The Alumni SupportWorking Group’s projects include
strengthening communication between Alumni Council and alumni
through development of an enhanced Council ballot and promotion
of events and activities of the Connections and Alumni Council;
disseminating information about, increasing awareness of, and
soliciting nominations for the Arabella Carter Award (see descrip-
tion on p. 49), and reviewing the College Web site and offering sug-
gestions to improve access to information of interest to alumni.

The College Advisory and SupportWorking Group is working
with the College to identify areas in which alumni can provide
assistance to the administration (e.g., locating admissions volun-
teers, suggesting potential class agents, and encouraging alumni
involvement to support the College). It is also reviewing the role of
the Alumni Council by examining its structure and by surveying
similar organizations at other educational institutions. It is devel-
oping criteria for selection of additional members to serve on the
Board of Managers’ Committee on Athletics.

—Allison Anderson Acevedo ’89, Secretary

A l u m n i C o u n c i l
E x a m i n e s I t s R o l e

GIL ROSE, THE SUSAN LIPPINCOTT PROFESSOR

OF MODERN AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGES, HAS

ORGANIZED A NEW PROGRAM OF CLASSES FOR

ALUMNI AND OTHER ADULTS.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

President
Richard R. Truitt ’66

rich_truitt@alum.swarth-
more.edu

President-Designate
Melissa A. Kelley ’80

melissa_kelley@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Vice President
George Telford ’84

george_telford@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Vice President
Susan Rico Connolly ’78

susan_rico@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Secretary
Allison Anderson Acevedo ’89

allison_acevedo@alum.-
swarthmore.edu

ZONE A
Delaware, Pennsylvania
Allison Anderson Acevedo ’89
Jokotade A. Agunloye ’01+
Robin Shiels Bronkema ’89
Susan Rico Connolly ’78
Kathleen Daerr-Bannon ’71‡
Carol Finneburgh Lorber ’63
Hugh P. Nesbitt ’61
Richard I. P. Ortega ’73
Christian H. Pedersen ’49‡
Barbara Seymour ’63‡
Milton A. Wohl ’46

ZONE B
New Jersey, New York
Glenn S. Davis ’73

glenndavis@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Nancy Louise Hengen ’73
Nick Jesdanun ’91
Juan D. Martinez ‘91‡

Anna C. Orgera ’83
annaorgera@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Dawn M. Porter ’88*
Jed S. Rakoff ’64‡
Erika Teutsch ’44

ZONE C
Connecticut, Maine, Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Vermont
Christopher B. Branson ’84
Andrew A. Caffrey ’99+
Kevin C. Chu ’72
Allen J. Dietrich ’69
Rosemary Werner Putnam ’62
Dorothy K. Robinson ’72
Martha Rice Sanders ’77*

msanders@alum.swarth-
more.edu

Susan Turner ’60
David D. Wright ’69

ZONE D
District of Columbia,
Maryland, Virginia
T. Alexander Aleinikoff ’74
Sabina Beg ’83‡
Steven D. Gordon ’71
Cynthia Norris Graae ’62*
Benjamin Keys ’01+
Liz Probasco Kutchai ’66
M. Regina Maisog ’89
David M. Uhlmann ’84
Maria Tikoff Vargas ’85

ZONE E
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, South
Dakota, Texas, West
Virginia, Wisconsin
David S. Bamberger ’62
Robert G. Grossman ’53

Jenneane L. Jansen ’88
Vida A. Praitis ’88
Ashwin L. Rao ’99+
Burnham Terrell ’45
Hugh M. Weber ’00+

ZONE F
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee,
territories, dependencies,
and foreign countries
Jonathan S. Berck ’81
P. William Curreri ’58
David L. Lyon ’73
Gertrude Joch Robinson ’50
Joanna Riffe Vondrasek ’94
Katharine Estelle Winkler ’93

ZONE G
Alaska, Arizona, California,
Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming
Janet Cooper Alexander ’68
Virginia L. Boucher ’73
Wilburn T. Boykin Jr. ’77
Virginia Paine DeForest ’58
Ariss DerHovanessian ’00+
Richard W. Kirschner ’49
Leonard G. Rorer ’54
Richard R. Truitt ’66

NATIONAL EXTERN PROGRAM
Chair
Cynthia Norris Graae ’62

graae@att.net

Coordinators
Boston
Peg Wheeler ‘62
New York
Lauren McGrail ‘98
Kim Nelson ‘98

Philadelphia
Allison Anderson Acevedo ‘89
Robin Shiels Bronkema ‘89
Elizabeth Killackey ‘86
Washington-Baltimore
Emily Rice-Townsend ‘99
Dave Maybee ‘62

CONNECTION CHAIRS
Boston
Leah Mae Gotcsik ‘97
Chicago
Marilee Roberg ‘73
Metro-DC/Baltimore
Ana Corrales ‘97
Sampriti Ganguli ‘95
Metro New York City
Sanda Balaban ‘94
Deborah Branker Harrod ‘89
Minneapolis/St. Paul
Martha Easton ‘89
Libby Starling ‘92
Lia Theologides ‘89
Paris
Robert Owen ‘74
Philadelphia
Bruce J. Gould ‘54
James Moskowitz ‘88
Pittsburgh
Melissa A. Kelley ‘80
Raleigh/Durham
George B. Telford III ‘84
San Francisco
Neal D. Finkelstein ‘86
Rebecca L. Johnson ‘86
Seattle
Deborah Read ‘87

KEY TO SYMBOLS
* Member at Large
+ Class President
‡ Nominating

Committee

T H E A L U M N I C O U N C I L Y O U R O F F I C I A L L I N K T O S W A R T H M O R E

Arabella Carter Award
Nominations Invited
Each year, the Alumni Council gives this
award to an alumnus/a who has made a sig-
nificant contribution to his/her community
but has not received public acclaim for these
efforts. The award is named for Arabella
Carter, one of the great unsung workers for
peace and social justice in Philadelphia Year-
ly Meeting. If you know of an alum who fits
this description, please contact Tricia Mal-
oney in the Alumni Office for a nomination
form at (610) 328-8404 or pmalone1@-
swarthmore.edu.Nominations must be
received by Jan. 31, 2002.

New Philly Orchestra
Music Director to Speak
Members of the Philadelphia and New York
Connections will attend a concert of the
New York Philharmonic Symphony Orches-
tra on Friday,May 10, 2002.Maestro
Christoph Eschenbach will meet with
Swarthmore Connection members to dis-
cuss his plans for assuming leadership of the
Philadelphia Orchestra in 2002. For dis-
counted tickets, contact Philadelphia Con-
nection Chair Bruce Gould at (215) 575-
9320. A limited number of tickets are avail-
able.

U P C O M I N G C A M P U S E V E N T S

Black Alumni Weekend
March 22–24

Lax Conference on Entrepreneurship
April 7

Family Weekend
April 12–13

Alumni Council Spring Meeting
April 19–21

Alumni College
June 5–7

Alumni Weekend
June 7–9
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CANVAS, CA. 1826–29. TRAINED AS A SIGN AND COACH PAINTER,

HICKS REPEATED THIS IMAGE AT LEAST 60 TIMES, WITH INCREASING

COMPLEXITY OF COMPOSITION AND TECHNICAL SKILL. WITH ANIMALS

AS ICONS OF HUMAN EMOTIONS SUCH AS KINDNESS OR GREED,

HICKS WAS ABLE TO USE HIS THEME AS A MEDITATION ON THE

POSSIBILITIES OF PEACE AND TOLERANCE IN SOCIETY. THE SUCCESS

OF WILLIAM PENN’S PHILADELPHIA AS WELL AS THE ONGOING RIFT

BETWEEN QUAKER GROUPS MAY HAVE BEEN ON THE ARTIST’S MIND.

THE ART OFWAR
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KayCamp’s dedication to peace and justice
never wavers.
Even in her “retirement,” she reorganized

theMain Line branch of theWomen’s Inter-
national League for Peace and Freedom
(WILPF) fromherQuadrangle home in
Haverford,Pa.Attending a tea for theWILPF
on campus thisMarch,Camp continues to
work for the abolition of nuclear weapons
because “there can be no peacewithoutworld-
wide disarmament,” she said.

While attending theCollege as a psycholo-
gymajor,Camp’s future began to take shape
under theQuaker influence and the guidance
of Dr.Benjamin Spock,one of her professors
and a future peace activist.She alsomet her
now-deceased first husband,William ’40,
whose later work as a psychiatrist supported
another longtimeQuaker concern formental
health reform.Soon after theirmarriage in
1941,Bill served in the ArmyMedical Corps,
andKaywas a cryptographer for theWar
Dept.

DescribingWorldWar II as “four long
years of anxiety,grief,dismay,desperation,
and horror,” Kaymade a deal with her hus-
band that hewould bring in themoney,and
shewouldwork for peace.After a stint as a
teacher,Kay turned her full energy toward the
peacemovement,whichwas both “gratifying
and terrifying.”

Themother of three sons, includingDavid
’70 andAnthony ’75,and the grandmother of
seven, including grandsonsGeoffrey ’94 and
Benjamin ’05,Camp’s activismwas propelled
afterWorldWar II forced her to raise their
newbornwithout his father for a year.

In 1958,Campbecame an activemember
ofWILPF, traveling to see the Pope andGene-
va negotiators in 1963. In 1966,she became a
U.N.representative forWILPF; in January
1971, she headedWILPFwomen’s delegation
to Vietnam andwas the league’s national pres-
ident from 1967 to 1971 and international
president from 1974 to 1980. In 1972,she ran
for Congress as aDemocrat in the 13thCon-
gressionalDistrict,winning the primary but
losing the general election,and appeared in
TheWorld’sWho’sWho of Women.

Serving on Swarthmore’s Board ofMan-
agers from 1973–77,Camp also received an
honorary doctor of laws degree from theCol-

lege in 1982 for her “life as a humanitarian
activist.” In her speech during this ceremony,
she recalled graduating “as politically inno-
cent as a buttercup.”

Any trace of innocence vanished,however,
during experiences such as the 1979–81
hostage crisis,when shewas one of a group of
the “Teheran Ten” in Iranwhowas stopped—
but not harmed—by a band of armedmen.
Camphas also ledWILPF delegations to
Chile,Cuba, the Soviet Union,Central Ameri-
ca, and Iraq in pursuit of peace and human
rights.

In February 1980,shewas also jailed for
her protest at Philadelphia Electric Co.’s Lim-
erickNuclear Plant. In 1983, she put herself
physically on the line again,when shewas
arrested at theWhiteHouse for following a
truck through an open gate to see then–Presi-
dent Reaganwith four otherWILPFwomen
and “failing to quit”—police jargon for refus-
ing to leave.

In 1980 and 1983,Campwas named to the
U.S.National Commission for theU.N.Edu-
cational, Scientific, andCulturalOrganiza-
tion. In addition,she has held positions in the
PennsylvaniaWomen’s Political Caucus,
WomenStrike for Peace, the Friends Peace
Committee, the Institute forDefense andDis-
armament Studies,and the American Friends
Service Committee.

Despite her self-confessed shyness,which

made public speaking a challenge,Camphas
said that “shewould do anything for peace.” A
biographical description byWILPFnotes:
“Her fragile appearance and quietmanner
belie the inner strength, the energy,and intel-
ligence, which she devotes to trying tomake
her community,her country,and theworld a
better place.”

Camp’s efforts have garnered theGhandi
Peace Award,given by TheGhandi Founda-
tion, in recognition of a “lifetime devotion to
peace, justice,and human rights in theworld”
aswell as the Fellowship of Reconciliation’s
Martin Luther King Jr.Peace Prize.

Throughout her life,Camphas continued
to believe that wemust settle disputes with-
out killing people. Today, she adds:“It is diffi-
cult to see howbombingwill end the hatred
that fuels terrorism.Let us fully pursue justice
and peace through that well-established coali-
tion called theUnitedNations.”

—AndreaHammer
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IN JULY 2001, KAY CAMP HELD A WILPF BAN-

NER AT THE “PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST”

DEMONSTRATION AT THE PALAIS DES NATIONS
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Jonathan Franzen ’82, The Corrections,
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001

What a different summa we have
here: not No. 1 in U.S. News &
World Report, not the highest

proportion of valedictorians in our fresh-
man class, but a stunning novel by one of
our own, Jonathan Franzen. Unlike the
deadpan denaturing of the everyday that
fueled his ambitious first novel (The Twenty-
Seventh City), The Corrections takes the oppo-
site, more compelling tack. It produces the
in-your-face strangeness of everyday life—
the current American scene of 1990s corpo-
rate profits and biotech wizardry—played
off against a midcentury American scene of
post-Depression piety and apple pie. Never
was the heartland’s apple pie more difficult
to get down—its rituals more suffocating,
its assumptions more parochial and puni-
tive—yet Franzen has managed to render
that era (its sanity and insanity) with
unnerving tenderness.

The Corrections is a family novel. It reach-
es for the familiar weightiness of 19th-cen-
tury Western fiction’s investment in domes-
tic life (Balzac, Dickens, Tolstoy); it commits
to the density of character and human rela-
tionships; it attends to the norms that oper-
ate in daily behavior; it generates a canvas
that wants to be—and is—moving because
utterly recognizable. Of the many reasons
the book is all but impossible to put down,
one is that, in reading it, you’ve been there.
But, of course, you haven’t: Until Franzen
writes this territory, it’s only latent, waiting
for realization.

The Lamberts of St. Jude are wholly indi-
vidualized figures who serve as well to
launch an American fable: a pair of rooted
midcentury/Midwestern parents, cursed and
blessed with three brilliant and unstable
children who have fed on the foibles and
fashions (intellectual/sexual/financial/culi-
nary) of the high-flying ’80s and ’90s.
Franzen follows all five Lamberts as they
enter—separately and collectively—into the
troubles their entire lives have been prepar-
ing for them. The book’s foregrounded time
is contemporary (the market already wob-
bling, heading toward graver “corrections”),
yet Franzen adroitly makes available the

necessary scenes of each Lambert’s past.
Given the display mode that characterizes
so much contemporary serious fiction, it is
all the more impressive that Franzen’s finest
plot labors go unnoticed. You end knowing
not only who the Lamberts are but, more
hauntingly, how they got to be that way.

Disturbance governs Franzen’s most
memorable fictional arena: the exact state of
mind and feeling one lurches into when,
thanks to the novelist’s imagination, one’s
shaping propensities and limitations are
allowed to flourish. “Become who you are,”
Nietzsche proclaimed in The Gay Science,
and although he had in mind a principled
acceptance of animal instincts, Franzen is
nevertheless Nietzschean in seeing to it
that—unsentimentally, rivetingly—all the
Lamberts enact their inmost propensities,
become who they are. Big as this book of
possibilities is, it is founded on develop-
mental necessities, tight and immovable at
the core.

Nothing I’ve said so far alerts you to how
funny The Corrections is. Franzen’s postmod-
ern sensibility recovers the American
nuclear family as no midcentury writer
dreamed of portraying it. The neuroses rid-
dling such norms are insouciantly laid bare:
“Nothing is funnier than unhappiness,” as
Beckett put it, and Franzen wrings the
humor out of his miscast relationships, his

endless disturbances. The book is funny in
another way too: Franzen’s dazzling prose
(at once witty, honed, and wise) for Lambert
vicissitudes. Virtually every page in this
novel delivers a sentence or two that cracks
you up—or else makes you literally stop and
think. The brilliance of the writing gives The
Corrections its signature identity, yet this
quality (often the only virtue of celebrated
contemporary novels) never trumps the for-
ward movement of the narrative itself—
gathering and gathering, going deeper in
and further out. A postmodern page-turner:
would that one could say this for the latest
work of Pynchon and DeLillo!

A father’s stoicism, a mother’s passion
for family togetherness, a son’s economic
drive, another son’s intellectual rebellion, a
daughter’s need both to bond and to be free:
Franzen takes these psychological tropes,
breathes unpredictable life into each of
them, and traces them to the social orienta-
tions they both spring from and lead to. In
so doing, he reveals the massive interplay
between corporate America’s disfiguring
power, on the one hand, and each of the
Lamberts’ interior and exterior distur-
bances, on the other. So rich is one’s devel-
oping sense of the seeded troubles at work
here, on microlevels and macrolevels, that
one wonders what actually remains open to
correction. Yet Franzen refuses merely to
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diagnose. Beneath the fiercely comic weigh-
ing of American stress and distress, there is
a maturing writer’s need to make peace with
disturbance, to come upon inner resources
not yet despoliated, or to mark the gravity of
what has gone under. As opposed to the
technological/pharmaceutical panacea of
commodities and drugs that promise to free
us from the pain of being and seeing our-
selves, Franzen opts for a more intricate
therapy that weds Freud to Nietzsche: Make
terms with those who have become who
they are, for they have made us who we are.

—Philip Weinstein
Alexander Griswold Cummins
Professor of English Literature
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A P s y c h o l o g i s t
L o o k s a t V i o l e n c e

By Leighton Whitaker ’54

The following was adapted by the author
from his book Understanding and Preventing
Violence: The Psychology of Human Destructive-
ness, CRC Press, 2000

Historically, the rise in terrorism is not
so surprising. We humans have been

killing each other at such an escalating rate
that more people were murdered in the 20th
century than in the two previous centuries
combined. Obviously, the world today is a
very violent place.

Even a brief look at our-
selves shows our nation
leading the world in many
categories of morbidity: the
exportation of violence
entertainment, cigarettes,
and weaponry; the rate at
which we incarcerate our
citizens (together with Rus-
sia); and the consumption
of illicit drugs (including
heroin from Afghanistan).
In recent decades, a person
is 7 to 10 times more likely
to be murdered in the Unit-
ed States than in the average industrialized
nation. We own more than 250 million
guns—at least one for every person past
infancy. We have even greater leads over the
rest of the world in eating disorders and
“attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.”
Not coincidentally, the institution of the
family has weakened in our nation while
television, video games, and movies with
increasingly violent programming have
largely replaced parental attention.

Such critical self-examination rewards us
with powerful realizations: We can elect per-
sonally and collectively to stop our “para-
lethal” behavior and enterprises now con-
taminating our country and the rest of the
world. Then, we can turn the enormous
time, money, and energy invested in such
destructiveness into helping our own and
other nations become world-mindful soci-
eties far freer from bigotry, gender inequali-
ty, poverty, illiteracy, crime, and the chronic

anxiety, anger, and depression that are oth-
erwise inevitable in a hostile environment.
As partners with other nations, we can help
alleviate the increasing gap between rich
and poor that is part of the foundation for
the escalation of human violence.

Whether a member of a vicious street
gang or the Aryan Nations in this country,
or of the deadly cult called Aum in Japan, or
of Osama bin Laden’s network, the typical
front-line terrorist-recruit is a male who was
indoctrinated as a youth into “the family.”
He is deeply sexist and oppressive toward
females, poorly educated (except perhaps

technologically), and disen-
chanted with his prospects
in life. Instead of a dim
future, he is promised glory,
not necessarily in this life
but at least adulation after
his death. The fastest and
surest method for members
to reap such glory is to
commit homicide-suicide.
The typical terrorist is per-
petrator and victim, crimi-
nal and martyr.

On close examination,
no group or institution is

totally free of such harmful tendencies and
can proceed from the general violence foun-
dation to a deadly terrorist cult. Even the
most respected institutions, when they pur-
sue unenlightened group interests, may wit-
tingly or unwittingly contribute to violence
against outsiders.

If an institution proceeds increasingly to
demand conformity and to disdain noncon-
formists, the resulting “progressive group
centrism” exerts more and more pressure on
its members to deny individual and group
responsibility except as it may serve what is
perceived, expediently, as the group interest.
But even this “benefit of group allegiance”
lessens as the group becomes more centric
and authoritarian until it is only the leader
who is deemed important. When the group
ethos becomes really only the ethos of an
authoritarian leader, no behavior is consid-
ered acceptable except slavish devotion to
the wishes of the leader.

Even the most

respected

institutions, when

they pursue

unenlightened group

interests, may con-

tribute to violence

against outsiders.

OTHER BOOKS
Anne Blackburn ’88, Buddhist Learning and
Textual Practice in Eighteenth-Century Lankan
Monastic Culture, Princeton University
Press, 2001. The author offers a new way of
thinking about Buddhist monasticism in
general, with special consideration for the
role of academic study in the moral econo-
my of Buddhist monks.

Roger Durham (ed.), The Blues in Gray: The
Civil War Journal of William Daniel Dixon
and the Republican Blues Daybook, from the
series Voices of the Civil War, University of
Tennessee Press, 2000. As great-grand-
daughter of William Daniel Dixon and cus-
todian of the original documents, Caroline
Thomas Bosbyshell ’55 spent 10 years pre-
paring Dixon’s journal for this work, which
offers a day-by-day account of many facets
of the war.

Paul DiMaggio ’71 (ed.), The Twenty-
First–Century Firm: Changing Economic
Organization in International Perspective,
Princeton University Press, 2001. Leading
experts in sociology, law, economics, and
management studies explain the ways in
which contemporary businesses are trans-
forming themselves in response to global-
ization, new technology, workforce transfor-
mation, and legal change.

Barry Feldman ’67, Barry Feldman Heads:
One Hundred Self-Portraits, Institut Français
de Thessalonique, 2001. This catalog shows
paintings by Barry Feldman that were

Please turn to page 64



exhibited at the French Institute in Thessa-
loniki in May and includes an introduction
by the artist. Learn more by visiting Feld-
man’s Web page at www.barryfeldman.gr.

Payson Gates; edited and annotated by
Eleanor Gates ’52,William Hazlitt and Leigh
Hunt: The Continuing Dialogue, Falls River
Publications, 2000. This parallel biography
of two literary figures of the Romantic peri-
od and, in Hunt’s case, of the Victorian era,
provides new insights into both writers.

Nadine Schwab and Mary (Boyce)) Gelf-
man ’57 (ed.), Legal Issues in School Health
Services: A Resource for School Administrators,
School Attorneys, School Nurses, Sunrise
River Press, 2001. This book serves as a
legal resource for education and health
professionals and their legal
advisers.

David Hapgood ’47, Charles R.
Crane: The Man Who Bet on Peo-
ple, Institute of Current World
Affairs, 2000. Born into wealth
in 1858, adventurer Charles
Crane spent his life wandering
the world and even changing
it—but mostly using his wealth
to help those in whom he
believed.

Samuel Hays ’48, A History of
Environmental Politics Since 1945,
University of Pittsburgh Press,
2000. In this book, the author
presents a clear and powerful
statement on the evolution of
environmental politics in the
United States and its place in
the nation’s overall history and
social fabric.

Marc Elihu Hofstadter ’67,
Visions: Paintings Seen Through the Optics of
Poetry, Scarlet Tanager Books, 2001. The
author offers his “translations” in poetry of
paintings by the artists Jackson Pollock,
Mark Rothko, Chang Dai-chien, Georgia
O’Keeffe, and California Impressionists.

Randy Holland ’69 and Helen Winslow
(eds.), Delaware Supreme Court Golden
Anniversary, 1951–2001, Supreme Court of
the State of Delaware, 2001. Compiled in
celebration of the 50th anniversary of the
Delaware Supreme Court, this book will
serve as the definitive resource for re-
searchers studying the Delaware Supreme
Court in years to come. 

Arnold Kling ’75, Under the Radar: Starting
Your Internet Business Without Venture Capi-
tal, Perseus Publishing, 2001. The author,
writing from experience, introduces the
reader to more than two dozen Internet
business founders—all of whom launched
their sites without venture capital.

Robert Nagel ’68, Implosion of American
Federalism, Oxford University Press, 2001.
For those interested in the future of Ameri-
ca’s nationhood, this work explores issues
such as constitutional breakdown and a
disintegrating national core.

C. Fred Bergsten, Takatoshi Ito, Marcus
Noland ’81, No More Bashing: Building a
New Japan–United States Economic Relation-
ship, Institute for International Economics,

2001. The authors anlyze the outlook for
Japanese and U.S. economies, emphasizing
that their trade agenda is increasingly mov-
ing beyond traditional border impediments
toward more politically sensitive issues of
internal regulation and deregulation such
as competition policy.

Howard Odum and Elisabeth ((Chase))
Odum ’47,  A Prosperous Way Down: Princi-
ples and Policies, University Press of Col-
orado, 2001. As the earth’s resources
become increasingly threatened by over-
use, this book shows how we can still
thrive and prosper in the future, living
with less. 

Barbara Norfleet ’47, When We Liked Ike:
Looking for Postwar America, W.W. Norton,
2001. The photographs in this book, taken
by professional studio and commercial
photographers, show different and often
contradictory views of life in the United
States between the end of World War II
and 1959. 

Lewis Pyenson ’69, Elegance: Beauty &
Truth, University of Louisiana at Lafayette,
2001. This volume, devoted to the notion
of elegance, constitutes the proceedings of
the Sixth Graduate Colloquium at the Uni-
versity of Louisiana, held in November
2000.

Nayan Shah ’88, Contagious
Divides: Epidemics and Race in San
Francisco’s Chinatown, University
of California Press, 2001. Exam-
ining the cultural politics of pub-
lic health and Chinese immigra-
tion in San Francisco, the author
examines the history of racial
formation in the United States
by focusing on the development
of public health bureaucracies.

Richard Watson, Pierre Berthon,
Leyland Pitt, and George
Zinkhan ’74, Electric Commerce:
The Strategic Perspective, The Dry-
den Press, 2000. Written for
both practitioners and business
students, this work reports the
impact of Internet technology on
marketing strategy and practice.

COMPACT DISKS
Beverly Entwisle ’78, Song of

Hands (Big Round Records, 1993); Radiance
to Pocket (Big Round Records 1996); and
Simply ... femme m’amie (Big Round Records,
2000). Featuring the a cappella group
femme m’amie, now disbanded after 10
years together, these CDs are available via
an e-mail request to beegbkr@aol.com.

Elizabeth Neiman ’82 and Judy Kadar, Jid-
disches und Jüdisches, Melisma Musik Wies-
baden, 2001. This work  consists primarily
of Yiddish songs from Eastern Europe and
Sephardic pieces from the Mediterranean
basin, which are complemented with
Hebrew compositions.
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IN BARRY FELDMAN HEADS: ONE

HUNDRED SELF-PORTRAITS, FELDMAN

WRITES: “LOOKING AT A PAIR OF

EYES IS THE MOST HARD-WIRED OF

PERCEPTIONS. ONE’S VERY IDENTITY

IS INSEPARABLE FROM ONE’S FACE.”

THE ARTIST, WHO GRADUATED FROM

SWARTHMORE WITH A DEGREE IN

ART HISTORY, NOW LIVES IN THES-

SALONIKI, GREECE. 

PHOTOGRAPHER/ARTIST NORMAN

SARACHEK ’60 WILL SHOW HIS

“CAMERALESS PHOTOGRAPHS” IN A

SOLO EXHIBITION AT GALLERY ONE

OF THE NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF

PHOTOGRAPHY, 537 COMMONWEALTH

AVENUE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS,

FROM JAN. 7 TO FEB. 8, 2002. AN

ARTIST’S RECEPTION WILL BE HELD

ON JAN. 8 FROM 7 TO 9 P.M.



The tactical landing we made that foggy night in early 1996 was
hard enough to rattle our molars. With me behind the wheel of
the lead Humvee, we motored down the aft loading ramp and

away through the dark until we were far enough from the C-17 cargo
plane—sitting there with its engines still running—to turn on our
headlights without endangering the plane. From the warm-up tent
where we rallied, I set out for a nearby wooden three-hole privy, and
there I first saw it: a single strand of barbed wire strung where the
concrete ended and the scrub and weeds began; hanging from it was
a red, triangular sign, with big white letters that read, “Mines.”

My commander looked at me wryly and said, “Welcome to
Bosnia, Specialist Roache.”

It was one month to the day after the warring factions in Bosnia
and Herzegovina had signed the Dayton accord in Paris to end a
bloody three-and-a-half-year civil war—and the biggest movement
of military personnel and hardware in Europe since World War II
rolled across the Sava River to enforce the peace.

Bosnia and Herzegovina was now separated from Yugoslavia but
still part of the Balkans, that tinderbox of seething national hatreds
among uneasily unified peoples of different historical traditions and
cultures; flash point of World War I; scene of ethnic cleansing cam-
paigns, mass graves, and the massacre of unarmed civilians.

No wonder they needed peacekeepers. I believed in that peace-
keeping force. I had just never figured on being part of it.

Sure, I had sworn into the Army National Guard some years
before, pledging to go without question where my president sent
me. But I was a journalist, not a soldier—or rather, as member of a
public affairs detachment, an uneasy combination of the two.
Somehow, those two parts managed to work together during my six-
month rotation there. That tour of duty was an odyssey analogous
to my lifelong on-again/off-again relationship with the military.

I suppose I have always been patriotic. I remember crying as a
child when I couldn’t stand up in the car when the national anthem
played on the radio. George C. Scott’s Patton had taught me to
swear (much as Sean Connery’s Bond had taught me to drive),
though I admit the lesson had little to recommend it.

But I actually didn’t join the military until after the Vietnam War,
when I enlisted in the Air Force Reserve to help pay my way through
grad school.

Indecisiveness cost me chances to be an Air Force navigator and
pilot, and my distrust of the recruiter led me to turn down the
Marine Corps’ offer of an aviation officer candidacy. Before applying
to Swarthmore, I had rebuffed Naval Academy recruiters trying to
cut red tape for minorities.

But back in Salisbury, Md., after 14 years in New York City, my
happy memories of being on flying status led me to sign up for a
hitch in the Army National Guard.

Those high-flying memories had a hard landing, though; they
had not prepared me to be a ground pounder. So even after I had

found my niche as a newspaper reporter and columnist in mid-1993
and had later transferred into a National Guard public affairs unit, I
felt a lingering ambivalence toward being in uniform.

I loved regimentation but rebelled when I felt that those giving
orders had failed the test of leadership.

On the one hand, I had great military bearing and a snappy
salute. On the other, I broke curfew one night at a one-time off-lim-
its Turkish bar near Illesheim, Germany, for no other reason than
that our first sergeant said she would set her alarm so she could do
a bed check. (They sent military police officers to retrieve us, and I
spent the next 36 hours back in our barracks worrying that our com-
mander wouldn’t let me go to Bosnia.)

But get there I did. And it was, in turn, ironic, comic, tragic, and
poignant.

The irony lay in seeing “No Americans Allowed” signs outside
Danish showers at the headquarters for the NATO peacekeeping
force.

The comic was my legendary snoring. It could be heard from
tents away. People who bet I could outsnore anyone else never lost a
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dime. Out on real maneuvers, I’d be a secu-
rity risk.

Almost as funny was having some
townspeople who badly needed lumber slip
past a security checkpoint near headquarters
and steal a wooden fighting position by
pushing it over a concertina wire fence onto
the back of a truck. Some other folks had
penetrated to our inner perimeter and
stolen two rolls of concertina wire, taken
them home, fenced off their property, and
escaped prosecution. (Civil Affairs, wanting
to avoid embarrassment, gave them no more
than a good scolding.)

But tragedy struck one stormy night that
April while I was covering a Passover seder.
The 1st Armored Division chaplain arrived late, took the floor, and
asked us to offer up a special prayer: Commerce Secretary Ron
Brown’s plane had disappeared from radar on approach to a
Croatian airfield.

As a public affairs writer, I often flew around the country on
assignment and got to see the larger tragedy, mile after mile of it,
that had befallen the Bosnian people. Some homes had suffered
only minor damage during the war. Others had been reduced by
artillery fire to windowless, doorless, bombed-out, bullet-riddled
shells with half a roof. Some hillside developments were pristine.
Others, right next to them, had been devastated. The destruction
was selective, discriminatory, and savagely ethnic.

I looked down on them and wondered how the people had man-
aged to bear three-and-a-half years of it. Yet I still asked myself why
we were there as Americans. Swarthmore had given me some con-
text for understanding the historical inevitability of the conflict, but
I knew little about America’s post–Cold War national security inter-
ests here.

I had no sympathy for the problems rational adults seemingly
brought on themselves. Some of the children even rushed up to us
and demanded candy, endangering their lives by crowding around

our vehicles too closely for us to see them from behind the steering
wheel. Some young boys shouted obscenities about our mothers just
to get some attention.

Then, I saw the footage made by one of my own unit’s videogra-
phers. A 10-year-old boy’s left foot had been made a bloody stump
of shredded flesh and shattered bone by a land mine his father had
missed while trying to clear the farm to which the family had just
returned.

Suddenly, the 1960s and 1970s antiwar slogan “War is un-
healthy for children and other living things” was no longer a cliché.
Remarks I had heard Gen. John M. Shalikashvili, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, make to Zenica municipal officials, took on
new weight : “All of us here have the same dream—to ensure that

peace has an opportunity to return to this
area, and [that] the stability and degree of
prosperity can return here, not just for all of
you, but mostly for all your children,” he
said. “If we can be a small part of bringing
this about, we will all be proud. Because, as
soldiers, we seldom have an opportunity to
do so much good as we have an opportunity
to do here.”

While the father knelt by his son in
abject grief for not being able to protect him
better, that young boy, in a state of calm
shock, seemed more concerned with holding
an American soldier’s hand while being
treated than he was about his missing limb.
In that special gesture, I found some special
meaning in being a peacekeeper.

Maybe, just maybe, I found myself hoping—no longer groping
for reasons to be in uniform—our presence would prevent another
war from costing a child so much.

But what really touched me, deep down, more than anything else
in those six months, was the little girl, no more than 5 years old,
standing on the front seat of her father’s car when he pulled over to
the curb in front of us one day—standing up so she could blow us
kisses.

And I developed an appreciation of what the military can do
when, instead of using overwhelming force, it tries compassion.

My memories as a peacekeeper may have begun with that late-
night tactical landing and that single strand of barbed wire bearing
a little red sign reading, “Mines.” But they ended with me again
behind the wheel, with our convoy motoring out at the end of our
six-month rotation, not because of the boys running up to the road-
side to salute—that was commonplace—but because of another
young girl of no more than 5, standing on a tree stump, waving her
hand—and blowing us kisses.

And General Shalikashvili’s words echoing in my ears, “because
as soldiers, we seldom have an opportunity to do so much good as
we have an opportunity to do here.”T

George Roache was 1996 National Guard Journalist of the Year for his
coverage of American peacekeepers in Bosnia. He is currently public infor-
mation officer of Wicomico County, Md.
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I DEVELOPED AN

APPRECIATION OF WHAT

THE MILITARY CAN DO

WHEN, INSTEAD OF

USING OVERWHELMING

FORCE, IT TRIES

COMPASSION.
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ROACHE (LEFT) GOOFS AROUND WITH A POWERWASH BOOT-BRUSH. WITH

HIS OFFICER-AT-LARGE, ROACHE (TOP, MIDDLE) POSED WITH CHILDREN AT A

BOSNIAN DISPLACED-CIVILIAN SETTLEMENT.
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Linda Estes is an ideal rolemodel for alums
who can’t get the hang of The Perfectly

Planned Life.Everyone has classmates who
seem to have established their goals in nursery
school and advanced inexorably into the
intimidating ranks of overachievers.Those
proud paragons are to career development
whatMartha Stewart is to hand-dipped can-
dles dyed tomatch the napkin rings.

And then there’s Linda.
Shewas born in Albuquerque,N.M.,and

raised “in a smallOzzie andHarriet town in
the cornfields of Illinois.”When shewas a
sophomore in high school,her father got a job
in theHanford Area in Richland,Wash.“This
is the placewhere the plutonium for the first
atomic bombwas produced,” she said.“By the
late ’70s, ‘The Area’ was producing nuclear
power and cleaning up radioactive waste.”

At Swarthmore,Linda started out in chem-
ical engineering but quickly switched to Eng-
lish literature.She sang in the chorus,played
volleyball, and performedwith a campy
singing-and-dancing group called theDin-
ning Sisters, formed by classmateDeb Felix.

After graduation,shemoved to Boston
“becausemy friendswere going there.Notice
howwell Imade complicated decisions?” She
spent five years in publishing,made good
money,and hated it: “It was boring and
intrinsically worthless.”Having played in a
competitive volleyball league, she decided to
turn coach.She earned amaster’s degree in
education and a teaching certificate in P.E.

Her only job offer was at an alternative
school in Brockton,Mass.“My first day,” she
said,“foundme standing in the parking lot—
therewas no gym—looking at 12 adolescent
faces. I had no equipment;no curriculum;and,
from the looks on those faces,no respect.
These kidswere all wards of the state, either
because they had done some bad things or
had some bad things done to them.” But,by
the end of the year, she felt like a teacher.

Then, invited to teach “outdoor education”
in Australia, she drove across the country in
her loadedHondaCivic,dumped herworldly
goods in her parents’ basement,and headed
DownUnder.“I taught sailing,kayaking,and
camping,” she said.“First, I had to learn sail-
ing, kayaking,and camping.” She did,and the
six-month experiencewas a success.

Linda returned to “The Area” partly
because “allmy stuff was inmy parents’ base-
ment.” Butmore important,“I realized there
was no further need to establishmy inde-
pendence by being as far away as possible, and
Iwanted to spendmore timewithmy parents
while I had them.” Amiddle school in Pasco
hired her as a substitute teacher in a special
education class “because no one else would go
into the room.”

She hadn’t been on the job longwhen a
student said there was no point in calling his
mother because she couldn’t speak English.
Linda had studied Spanish in school but
couldn’t really converse in it.A population
that had been 25 percentHispanic a decade or
so before was now 70percent.So she took
evening classes for two years at a community
college and bravely practiced on her students.

“The key to this practicing business,” she
said, is to ‘have no fear.’ One day, I was teasing
my kids aboutwhining. I thought I was saying
‘Are you going to cry?’—Vas a llover?’”Oops:
Shewas asking,“Are you going to rain?” “You
cannot give up,” she said,“just because you
are supposed to be the authority figure,and
you look like an idiot.”

Linda spent the next five summers in dif-
ferent Spanish-speaking countries, livingwith
families and perfecting her Spanish.Now,she
can call her students’ parents, translate at par-

ent-teachermeetings,“and take a kid out in
the hall and speak to him in the language his
mother uses.” She also understands those
whispers in the back row.

The language helped introduce her to the
culture.Shewas invited to a student’s Confir-
mation and the reception at home.Themoth-
er said Lindawas the first teacher to be invited
there because the family knew she’d lived in
Mexico andwould be comfortable with them.
“I didn’t tell her,” Linda said,“that I’d never
seen awhole sheep cooked in a pit.”

Linda delights in discovering theworld
through her students’ eyes.When one said
she does all the cooking because hermother
works all day,Linda asked if her brother
helped.“OhMiss,” the girl said,“he doesn’t
even knowhow to ...” boil water,Linda’s think-
ing, “ ... flip a tortilla,” the girl finished. And
when she brought cornhusk dolls for a lesson
onAmerican pioneers,a student exclaimed,
“Look—theymade dolls out of tamales!”

—BarbaraHaddad Ryan ’59
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F e a r l e s s

LINDA ESTES (RIGHT), WHO DELIGHTS IN DIS-

COVERING THE WORLD THROUGH HER STU-

DENTS’ EYES, IS PROUD OF THE VOLLEYBALL

TEAM SHE COACHES.
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Peace is a work in progress—it takes all
kinds of people tomake it happen. In

Washington,D.C.,both inside and outside of
government,people young and old arework-
ing to achieve peace.Michael Pan ’97 is one of
the young ones.

Now an associate at theCenter for Strate-
gic and International Studies (CSIS),Pan has
had a remarkable run of luck in his fledgling
career as a peacemaker.At 26,he has had the
chance toworkwith experienced diplomats
such asDavid Scheffer, the nation’s first
ambassador-at-large for war crimes.Last win-
ter, he helped Pierre Prosper, the Bush admin-
istration’s newwar crimes envoy, sail through
Senate confirmation.And, in his new job at
CSIS,he gets towork closely with RobertOrr,
former deputy toUnitedNations (UN)Am-
bassador RichardHolbrooke,on a project
designed to help societies emerging from vio-
lent conflict.

Before joiningCSIS,Pan served in the
StateDepartment’sOffice ofWarCrimes for
two years,working to developU.S.policy
toward preventing and punishing violations
of international humanitarian law.Before
that,he did consulting for theUNDepart-
ment of PeacekeepingOperationswhile fin-
ishing amaster’s degree at theUniversity of
Michigan.And before that,hewas at Swarth-
more,majoring in political science andminor-
ing in public policy,with a concentration in
peace and conflict studies.

This fall,Pan spent twomonths in Sierra
Leone,a nationwracked by civil war formore
than a decade,providing training to local
human rights activists and running reconcili-
ationworkshopswith former combatants.
“Being here gives newmeaning and under-
standing to thework I’ve been doing since
sophomore year,” hewrote to his Swarthmore
mentors,professors RayHopkins (Public Poli-
cy) and Jerry Frost (Peace andConflict Stud-
ies). “Sierra Leone is absolutely heartbreaking.
Amputees and burned-out homesmark the
landscape;many people were victims of mass
rapes or forced slavery; countless women and
children have lost limbs in drug-crazed ‘chop-
pings’ by rebel forces.The stories are chilling.”

In Sierra Leone,as in East Timor,Bosnia,
Rwanda,andKosovo, there is a deep need for
reconciliation after years of conflict.Many of

thesewars,which range from ethnic uprisings
to full-blown genocide,have captured interna-
tional attention because, says Pan,“the crimes
committed are so heinous and egregious that
theworldwas forced to stand up and take
notice.”Whennational governments are
unable or unwilling to address these crimes,
Pan sees a need for the international commu-
nity to act.

An example of international action is the
proposed International Criminal Court
(ICC).Nearly 140nations have signed the
treaty creating the court, including theUnited
States,which signed in the last days of the
Clinton administration.The ICCwill come
into force when60nations have ratified the
treaty and have jurisdiction in cases of geno-
cide, crimes against humanity,andwar
crimes.Pan—whowrote his Swarthmore sen-
ior thesis on the ICC—isworried about the
Bush administration’s opposition to the court
because of concerns about the ICC’s purport-
ed jurisdiction over theU.S.military.“The
world needs an International Criminal
Court,” he says.“Now,more than ever, the
International Criminal Court needs theUnit-
ed States.”

Pan points also to the two ad hoc interna-
tional war crimes tribunals for Rwanda and
the former Yugoslavia as examples of the
growingmovement toward international jus-
tice. In Sierra Leone,a newmodel is being
established. In the next fewmonths, theUN
and the government of Sierra Leonewill joint-

ly set up a special court to indict and prosecute
thosewho bear the greatest responsibility for
international crimes committed during the
brutal civil war.

As aworker for peace,Pan says that the
Peace andConflict Studies concentration
helped him “question and focus on the princi-
ples that underlie antiseptic policies and artic-
ulate unconventional ideas.Peace Studies is
not just another academic discipline—it’s a
platform for developing and clarifying the
basic principles at the heart of yourwork.”

Now at aWashington think tank,Pan is
concentrating onwhat happens in postcon-
flict situations.There are lots of questions:
What needs to be done to disarm and demo-
bilize soldiers?How can communities torn
apart by conflict begin to come to gripswith
the past?What can be done to help put
economies decimated by years of war on the
path to recovery? And,beyond its overwhelm-
ing capacity formilitary action,what can
America do tomake sustainable peace a reality?

—Jeffrey Lott
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AS A WORKER FOR PEACE, MICHAEL PAN SAYS

THAT HIS CONCENTRATION IN PEACE AND CON-

FLICT STUDIES AT SWARTHMORE HELPED HIM

“QUESTION AND FOCUS ON THE PRINCIPLES THAT
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the alumni are dedicated.
The decision-making process has been

criticized, and the administration must bear
some responsibility for some of the ill will
that was engendered. Reconciliation will
require the honest and sophisticated effort
of both sides of these thorny issues. The
Quaker meeting has its elders and leaders,
but when motivated, all have the opportuni-
ty to participate, and consensus is prized.

It is time for a friendly meeting of the
minds.

ROBERT WALLACH,M.D. ’56
New York

WELCOME CORRESPONDENCE
Susan Levine ’78 sniffs that the mailing last
spring from Neil Austrian ’61 and James
Noyes was “unorthodox,” an invasion of her
privacy, and “unwelcome” (“Letters,” Sep-
tember Bulletin). Don’t they offer recycling
in the District of Columbia?

I welcomed the Austrian/Noyes letter. I
appreciate receiving thoughtful commentary
about the College’s administrative decisions
and direction, as do other members of my
immediate family (Reb Babcock ’65 and
Letitia Irvine O’Connell ’38) who have sup-
ported the College for years.

Should we be denied access to other per-
spectives on the “business of the institu-
tions” merely because Ms. Levine’s sensibili-
ties might be offended? Should free speech
and open debate about issues that concern
us all be stifled in the name of orthodoxy?
So what if Ms. Levine’s mood was ruined?
Should muzzles and earmuffs be distributed
with diplomas?

I am sure that some found the Austri-
an/Noyes correspondence discomfitting.
However, many of us share their disaffection
with the agenda put into action by President
Al Bloom and Eugene Lang ’38. Some of us
perceive serious harm to both Swarthmore’s
legacy and the fundamental values of the
Quaker process to making decisions.

The banner of diversity now hides a
splintering of the community, a segregation
of special interest groups. One recent
Swarthmore graduate was excluded from a
Latino club because he could not pass the

twin tests of racial heritage and cultural self-
identification. A demonstrated interest in
and appreciation for Latino culture was not
sufficient.

Swarthmore now has separate alumni
days for different cultures. Incoming stu-
dents officially designated as “persons of
color” arrive early for separate freshman ori-
entation.

Do we really need the “good Quaker,”
“better Quaker,” and “Best Quaker” impli-
cation of various levels of reported “giving?”
The College I remember was inclusive, not
divisive.

I welcomed what I received from Neil
Austrian and Jim Noyes. Even if I had dis-
agreed with their views, I prefer awareness
to ignorance. The only College communica-
tions I prefer not to receive are the mass
mailings seeking more contributions. But
when those arrive, I simply do what Ms.
Levine should have quietly done. I throw
them out.

GAIL O’CONNELL-BABCOCK ’65
Tigard, Ore.

IPSO FACTO INTELLECTUALS
President Bloom’s 2001 commencement
speech, printed in the September Bulletin, is
a virtual caricature of faux-elitist, misin-
formed, and thinly veiled anti-American
pleading.

Bloom’s argument is this: Each and every
Swarthmore graduate is, ipso facto, an
“intellectual.” Americans are inherently
anti-intellectual. Therefore, Swarthmore
graduates, a.k.a. intellectuals, face the chal-
lenge of being surrounded by people who
dismiss their pursuits as “impractical, self-
absorbed, and irrelevant.” But not to
worry—the skills of the “intellectual” as
taught to Swarthmore undergraduates can
be used by them as future lawyers, high-tech
entrepreneurs, bankers, and nonprofit
administrators. And so, rather than being
irrelevant, intellectuals can be useful and
even financially successful.

Like the mullahs about whom we hear so
much today, President Bloom draws a line
between the elect—Swarthmore gradu-
ates/intellectuals—and the infidels—Amer-
ican society at large. Because goodness will
win, Swarthmore prevails.

Simply nonsense.
To assert that every new Swarthmore

alum is an “intellectual” is, of course, to use

that word in a purely Pickwickian sense. A
true intellectual—as the term is used in
careful English—is much more than some-
one who has earned an undergraduate
degree at a selective and demanding college.

Moreover, whether or not they may be
popular or powerful at any given moment,
true intellectuals—in their capacity as intel-
lectuals (as opposed to their capacities as
entrepreneurs, bankers, and lawyers)—have
always played a prominent role in the shap-
ing of our history and national identity.

Consider, for example, the importance of
Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Tom
Paine, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jeffer-
son, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Benjamin Silliman,Mark Twain,
W.E.B. Du Bois, Alfred Mahan, Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes Jr.and Sr., Ida Tarbell, Thorsten
Veblen, Alain Locke,Woodrow Wilson,
Edith Wharton, John Dewey,Walter Lipp-
mann, H.L.Mencken, Gertrude Stein,
Ernest Hemingway, A.A. Berle, Norman
Mailer, James Baldwin,William Buckley,
John Galbraith, Henry Kissinger, Betty
Friedan, and Ralph Nader.

It is a pure canard to claim that people
who think, write, and speak critically and
creatively about matters of broad interest
are, in this country, overwhelmingly consid-
ered impractical and irrelevant. If they were,
their influence would hardly be so great.

Some recent Swarthmore graduates will
become full-fledged intellectuals. An even
greater number will become useful, con-
tributing adults and citizens. And in struc-
turing their own lives and attitudes—their
own identities. I hope all of them will be
able to move beyond the world of contem-
porary academic clichés and stereotypes.

SIGMUND “PETE” BECK ’57
Greenwich, Conn.

CORRECTIONS
President Lyndon Johnson spoke at Swarth-
more’s Commencement exercises in 1964,
not 1965, as stated in a caption describing
the removal of the tree planted by President
Woodrow Wilson. Thanks to Sibella Clark
Pedder ’64 and Susan Zinn Eisinger ’64,
who were there (for Johnson, not Wilson).

Nancy Hope Wilson’s [’69]Mountain
Pose (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001) is
actually her ninth children’s book—not her
fourth as noted in Books & Arts (September
Bulletin).

L E T T E R S
Cont inued from page 3
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though relatively new, has its philosophical
roots in the Quaker foundation of the Col-
lege—is difficult to predict, says coordinator
Amanda Bayer.

Several of the program’s key faculty mem-
bers will retire in the next few years: Frost
and Swearer from Religion, Lacey from Phi-
losophy, and Ray Hopkins from Political
Science. Bayer, the economist, says, “There’s
enormous demand for what we supply [in
Peace Studies], but we have a supply prob-
lem. We need more resources in this pro-
gram, especially after Jerry Frost retires. We
need someone who specializes in Peace

Studies.” The terms of the endowment for
Frost’s chair, which specify a scholar of
Quaker history, will complicate the decision
about his replacement.

The challenge, says Bayer, is that inter-
disciplinary programs do not hire new facul-
ty members—the departments do. Accord-
ing to Bayer, “the concentrations don’t
always have the clout to influence depart-
ment decisions, which are made with
departmental curricular needs in mind.”

Swearer agrees that there is “no guaran-
tee that new appointments will dovetail into
Peace Studies. If we launch these programs,
we have to be willing to support them. How
could you argue against making Peace Stud-
ies a central commitment of the College,
given Swarthmore’s history and character?”

He suggests that Swarthmore needs a dedi-
cated director for the PCS program—“some-
one with a foot in one of the departments
but with a mandate to nurture this program.”

Back in Papazian Hall, students in the
intro course are looking at gender and

war. Frost poses the day’s big question: Is
there a sex-based imperative that drives men
to make war and women to be peacemakers?

The debate is lively as students talk
about gender roles in their families and how
boys and girls are socialized for different
roles. They compare the types of toys that
they were given as children. Nature vs. nur-
ture arguments surface quickly; the students
seem to lean toward nurture, at least for the
moment.

Frost makes a list of male incentives to
go to war: the warrior myth; the excitement;
the heroism of the individual (“me and my
gun”); the chance to sacrifice for the group
(“me and my buddies”); the chance to be
“more sexually attractive”; and, ultimately,
the “seduction of facing death.”

Women, he says, are seen in different
wartime roles: the factory worker (“Rosie the
Riveter”), the mother sacrificing her son,
the nurse, the prostitute. Even when directly
involved in the conflict, women are more
likely to be victims than warriors.

And what about feminism? One idea
within feminism is to make women more
powerful—the woman as warrior. “If you’re
going to be a feminist,” Frost challenges the
students, “what style of feminist do you
want to be? Is peacemaking just another
example of ‘women’s work’? How do you get
men to take up peacemaking, if they see it as
a feminine activity?”

Ultimately, it’s a question of rights, he
says. “We talk about human rights as the
rights of all persons, yet until we extend
these rights to everyone—especially to
women—we will not have a rights-based
society. We will not have peace in the broad
sense.

“This is the promise and the curse of
Peace and Conflict Studies,” he concludes.
“Where do you start? With pink and blue
blankets? With socialization? Education?
Economics?” He laughs, “Then along come
the biological determinists, who tell you that
what we learn may not make any difference
anyway, that aggression and war—and even
reconciliation and peace—may be genetical-
ly programmed.”T

Swarthmore offers interdepartmental
majors in Asian Studies, Medieval

Studies, and Comparative Literature. In
addition, the College offers 11 formal inter-
disciplinary programs, called concentra-
tions, in these areas: Black Studies, Cogni-
tive Science, Environmental Studies, Film
and Media Studies, Francophone Studies,
German Studies, Interpretation Theory,
Latin American Studies, Medieval Studies,
Peace and Conflict Studies, Public Policy,
and Women’s Studies.

In spring 2000, the faculty recognized
the increasing importance of interdiscipli-
nary studies by allowing students to
“minor” in any of these areas. Beginning
with the Class of 2003, students may
choose up to two majors or a major and up
to two minors in either a traditional
department or among the concentrations.

Several new concentrations have been
created in recent years, including the new-
est, Film and Media Studies. To minor in
one of these areas, students are required to
take at least five courses from a list selected
by the faculty committee that oversees the
concentration. (Course listings are on the
Web at www.swarthmore.edu/Home/Aca-
demic/index.html.) With some exceptions,
only one of these courses may overlap with
courses taken to satisfy the major require-
ments, making sure that students broaden
their program of study if they wish to have
a minor.

Most concentrations have what is called
a “capstone” course for juniors or seniors
that provides an opportunity for students
to synthesize what they have learned and
complete a final project. Some concentra-
tions, such as Peace and Conflict Studies,
require an introductory course.

Where do ideas for new concentrations
come from? Some have arisen from stu-
dent interest, says Constance Cain
Hungerford, the College’s provost. “More
often,” she says, “faculty members have a
shared interest in an area or theme that
warrants the considerable effort that goes
into creating a concentration. They think
that it would be stimulating for them and
worthwhile for the students.”

Interdisciplinary programs are reviewed
regularly. A few years ago, the faculty decid-
ed to drop the program in international
relations—not because of a lack of interest
in the subject but because so many depart-
ments had added an international focus to
their curricula that it no longer seemed
necessary to have a stand-alone program.

The concentrations are unlikely to sup-
plant the departments, says Hungerford.
“Most people see the need for the disci-
plines as a foundation from which to reach
across to other areas. Faculty members
need a base.”

—J.L.

Studying Peace
Continued from page 29

Shared Interests: Interdisciplinary Studies at Swarthmore
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tions to specific actions and policies,” wrote
The Nation’s David Corn. In The New Yorker,
Susan Sontag said the terrorist strikes were
“undertaken as a consequence of specific
American alliances and actions.” Salon
Executive Editor Gary Kamiya concluded
that “our only real defense will be winning
the hearts and minds of those who hate
us.… We must pressure Israel to take the
concrete steps necessary to provide justice
for the Palestinian people.”

The practical point made by these conse-
quentialists is that we can’t stop terrorism
without addressing its causes. A diagnostic
approach, they argue, is wiser than simply
lashing out in anger. They’re right about
that. But their wisdom falls short of the next
insight: Consequentialism is a two-way
street. It’s true that terrorists can impose
consequences on us. But it’s just as true that
we can impose consequences on terrorists.
Superficially, it’s empowering to analyze

every situation in terms of the consequences
of our own acts. Understanding how we can
change the enemy’s behavior by changing

our own appears to put control in our
hands. It also gratifies our egos by preserv-
ing our sense of free will while interpreting
the enemy’s conduct as causally determined.
We’re the subjects; they’re the objects. But
the empowerment and the ego gratification
are illusory. By accepting as a mechanical
fact the enemy’s aggressive response to our

offending behavior, we sur-
render control of the most
important part of the
sequence.

Imagine yourself as a rat
in a behavioral experiment.
You’re put in a cage with
three levers. When you
press the first lever, you get
food.When you press the
second, you get water.
When you press the third,
you get an electric shock.
You quickly learn to press
the first two levers and not
the third. You think you’re
in control because you’re
choosing the levers that get
you what you want. But the
real power belongs to the
scientists who built the
cage and run the experi-
ment because they deter-
mine which acts produce which conse-
quences.

Now imagine yourself as a battered wife.
Every so often, your husband gets angry and
hits you.Why? You struggle to understand

the connection
between your
behavior and his
response.What are
you doing that
causes him to react
this way? You hope
that by identifying
and avoiding the
offending behavior,
you can regain
domestic peace and
a sense of control.
You’re deluding

yourself. As long as your husband decides
which of your acts will earn you a beating,
he’s the master, and you’re the slave.

This is the problem with the consequen-
tialist argument for revising U.S. policy in
the Middle East. Maybe it’s true, for other
reasons, that we should rethink our position
in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, withdraw
our troops from Saudi Arabia, or ease sanc-
tions on Iraq. But if we do these things to
avoid further attacks on our cities, we’re
granting terrorists the power to dictate our
acts by dictating the consequences.

The consequentialists present themselves

as humanitarians and
idealists. They purport to
speak up for the plights,
principles, and aspira-
tions of people who are
driven to commit acts of
terror. But their mecha-
nistic analysis dehuman-
izes these people. Ter-
rorists aren’t animals.
No law of nature com-
pels them to blow up
buildings when they’re
angry.We don’t have to
accept their violent reac-
tions to our policies. We
can break that causal
chain.
How? By turning con-

sequentialism on its
head.We can dictate
what happens to people
who attack us. Suicidal

terrorists may be impervious to this logic,
but their commanders and sponsors aren’t.
Launder money for a man who destroys the
World Trade Center, and your assets will be
confiscated. Shelter an organization that
crashes a plane into the Pentagon, and your
government buildings will be leveled. Expel
terrorists from your country, freeze their
bank accounts, and you’ll be liberated from
sanctions and debt.

Will this approach succeed? We don’t
know how each would-be terrorist or spon-
sor will respond. It’s an open question. But
that’s the point. As long as we view it the
other way around—ourselves as the actors,
and our enemies as the imposers of conse-
quences—the question is closed. Our ene-
mies’ reactions, and therefore our options,
are rigidly defined.We can have troops in
Saudi Arabia, or we can have peace at home,
but we can’t have both.

We ought to worry when others don’t
like our behavior. But just as surely, they
ought to worry when we don’t like theirs.
The terrorists who struck the Pentagon and
the World Trade Center “are clearly deter-
mined to try to force the United States of
America and our values to withdraw from
the world,” Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld observed. “We have a choice:
either to change the way we live, which is
unacceptable; or to change the way that they
live. And we chose the latter.” Amen.T

Consequentialism

is a two-way

street. It’s true

that terrorists

can impose

consequences

on us. But it’s

just as true that

we can impose

consequences

on terrorists.
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continued from page 45



Swarthmore College was originally
envisioned as a Friends school,
and the Society of Friends is one

of the historic “peace churches.” Yet
even for the peace churches, questions
of war and peace are rarely simple.

Benjamin Hallowell, who wrote the
first pamphlet advocating the creation
of Swarthmore College, was a lifelong
educator as well as a consistent Quaker
who never doubted the correctness of
the peace testimony for either himself
or for the Society of Friends. In his
Alexandria, Va., school, he found him-
self teaching mathematics to students
who were preparing to enter the mili-
tary academy at West Point. Robert E.
Lee, future commander of the Confed-
erate Armies, was among his students.
In his autobiography, Hallowell tells
the following story:

“On one occasion, Senator Bagby,
of Alabama, brought his son Arthur to
enter my school and said he wished me
to prepare him to enter West Point. I
told him I did not do that. I was a
Friend and disapproved of war.What
they were learning in our school was
practical knowledge of scientific princi-
ples that would be useful in any calling
in life, and if the students made any
other than a good use of it afterwards,
the fault was not mine....

“A bit later, I took Senator Bagby
and the father of another student, an
army officer recently returned from the
Mexican War, to show them the
school's observatory, ‘which revolved
on three cannon balls, rolling in an
iron troth.’

“‘Now,’ said I, ‘this is the use I like
cannon balls to be put to, a scientific
purpose and not to be sending them in
an unfriendly way to ourMexican neigh-
bors.’ They both enjoyed the joke. ‘Ah,’
said Bagby, patting me on the back, ‘Mr.
Hallowell, if you will make a good schol-
ar and a good Quaker of my son, it is
all I ask.’ I was on the point of telling
him that if his son was ‘a good Quaker’
he would not go to West Point."

Not all Friends would have
approved of where Hallowell chose to
draw the line between his personal reli-
gious duty and his responsibilities as
an educator. Should a Quaker like Hal-
lowell—himself a conscientious objec-
tor during the War of 1812—have
refused to teach mathematics to
prospective West Point students? The
story of how Hallowell and his fellow
Quakers have confronted the complex
issues of war and peace from the 1650s
to the present, is documented in the
meeting minutes, personal papers, and
other resources collected at Friends

Historical Library at Swarthmore Col-
lege and the Swarthmore College Peace
Collection.

Many of the students, faculty, staff,
and alumni of Swarthmore Col-

lege have been active in peace work
throughout the 20th century. Some—
like alumnae Hannah Clothier Hull,
Class of 1891; Mabel Vernon, Class of
1906; and Kay Lindsley Camp, Class of
1940 (see page 56)—have spent their
lives in the work of promoting peace
worldwide. Others, like President
Frank Aydelotte and Professor William
Hull brought peace issues into the
classroom and the library.

Hannah Hull devoted her life to
peace and women’s issues throughout
the first half of the 20th century. Hull
served on the board of American
Friends Service Committee, a Quaker
relief organization founded in 1917
during World War I. As national presi-
dent of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF)
from 1933 to 1939, she guided the organ-
ization after World War II as honorary
president until her death in 1958.

In 1898, Hannah Clothier married
William Hull, who became a distin-
guished professor of history and politi-
cal science at Swarthmore. Hull was

C o l l e c t i n g P e a c e
T h e C o l l e g e ’ s P e a c e C o l l e c t i o n a n d F r i e n d s H i s t o r i c a l L i b r a r y a r e r e s o u r c e s
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well known for his teaching and writ-
ings on internationalism, peace, and
disarmament. He became the director
of Friends Historical Library in the
1930s. Together, he and Hannah
encouraged the growth of the Swarth-
more College Peace Collection, using
their connections with peace activists
and scholars to obtain important his-
torical documents for the College and
the library collection.

The Hulls’ interest in establishing a
library on internationalism and world
peace was matched by President Ayde-
lotte’s enthusiasm and intense support
for the project. Aydelotte wrote to Ellen
Starr Brinton, the first curator of the
Peace Collection:

“World Peace may not be attained
in this generation or the next, but
eventually, the nations will find a way
to solving their troubles besides fight-
ing it out. Historians of the future will
be interested in the work and efforts
of individuals and groups who de-
nounced war. Let us save the evidence
for them to see.… Let us collect here on
the Swarthmore campus peace material
of all ages and see if we can preserve it
for a hundred or five hundred years for

the use of research students of the
future. See if you can secure peace
material from other countries. Get it in
any language, from any source. Get it
by the ton if you can" (“History of the
Peace Collection," Report by Ellen
Starr Brinton, 1940).

Lucy Biddle Lewis, head of the
Board of Managers Library Committee,
secured for Swarthmore the papers of
Nobel Peace Prize winner Jane Addams.
Addams, known internationally for her
work with immigrants and for found-
ing Hull House in Chicago, gained still
further fame for her peace work during
and after World War I.

Lewis knew Addams personally
through their mutual association with
the WILPF, the most prominent
women’s peace group of the day.With
the acquisition of Addams’ papers,
which included correspondence with
public figures from all over the world,
Aydelotte’s idea for a peace library
began to take shape. Because Addams,
Lewis, and Hull were active with the
WILPF, it was believed that Swarth-
more should also house the records of
this important organization.

Before coming to Swarthmore,

Brinton worked as a journalist of inter-
national affairs and with the WILPF.
However, by 1935, Brinton spent all of
her time gathering and processing
books, documents, and artifacts per-
taining to peace from the 17th to 20th
centuries. When the spread of fascism
in Europe endangered peace activists
and their writings, Brinton traveled
through England, Scandinavia, Ger-
many, and Czechoslovakia, collecting
historically valuable peace materials
and arranging for their transfer to the
College. During World War II, she
worked tirelessly trying to rescue paci-
fist refugees from Europe.

In the course of the century, the
College has also given honorary
degrees to peace activists for their life
achievements—Jane Addams in 1932,
Clarence Pickett of the American
Friends Service Committee in 1950,
and Kenneth Boulding, professor of
economics and history, in 1967. In
addition to Jane Addams, three other
officers of the WILPF have received
honorary degrees from the College:
sociologist Elise Boulding in 1977, Kay
Camp in 1982, and Mildred Scott Olm-
stead in 1987.

The Friends Historical Library and
the Swarthmore College Peace Col-
lection represent the commitment of
generations of Swarthmoreans not
only to peace but also to the critical
examination of their efforts to achieve
peace and social justice.T

Wendy Chmielewski is the Cooley Curator
of the Swarthmore College Peace Collec-
tion. Christopher Densmore is curator of
the Friends Historical Library.

A N O T E O N T H E S T A M P S

With the slogan “Promote Peace
Through Graphic Art,” Quaker Nancy
Babb initiated the National Poster Con-
test for school children between 1935
and 1950. Students from all over the
country designed posters and competed
for prizes of books, scholarships, and

cash. First prize in 1937 was full tuition
for one year to the Moore Institute of
Art in Philadelphia. Babb also arranged
exhibits of the posters in libraries,
churches, and clubs across the country.
The stamps seen here were selected
from more than 5,000 posters submit-
ted for the contests, and sets of the
stamps were sold for $1.



The real and

lasting victories

are those of peace,

and not of war.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson


